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New spectrum management techniques with greater flexible spectrum usage 
rights have been called for to address the apparent spectrum scarcity problem. 
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA), which represents a paradigm shift away from the 
current static spectrum allocation approach, has been identified as a promising 
approach in the near future.   
In this thesis, the possible new spectrum access models are broadly classified 
into three categories, namely, the public commons model, the private commons 
model, and the coordinated access model. The public commons model refers to the 
coexistence of wireless networks in a given spectrum band where a typical example is 
given by the existing unlicensed bands. Opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) is an 
example of the private commons model, where secondary usage of spectrum aims to 
enhance the spectrum utilization efficiency in a licensed band. The coordinated access 
model involves sharing spectrum among multiple radio systems in either an agreed 
manner or through a spectrum agent. Complete spectrum sharing and virtual spectrum 
partitioning are two possible sharing schemes under this model.  
The OSA, complete spectrum sharing and virtual spectrum partitioning models 
are the main focus of this thesis. These models offer different levels of spectrum 
access flexibilities and impose new and unique design challenges. The main objective 
of this thesis is to develop analytical platforms for each of these spectrum access 
models so that the service capacity of the radio systems under prescribed Grade-of-
Service (GoS) guarantees can be computed. From the results obtained, we design and 
propose appropriate spectrum admission control (SAC) policies and study the 






For OSA, we studied the impact of the PR activities on the SR transmission 
opportunity time. The theoretical probability density function (p.d.f.) of the 
opportunity time under a given PR traffic model is derived. In addition, the theoretical 
p.d.f. of the duration where SR transmission is not possible, due to PR transmission in 
all the frequency bins, is also derived.  
We next examined the virtual spectrum partitioning model whereby two 
proprietary radio systems with GoS guarantees can access each others’ excess 
spectrum to support additional traffic demands. The SAC problem can be formulated 
using four dimensional Markov chain models. FCFS, RES and random discard (RD) 
SAC policies were developed to study the service capacity and the incurred tradeoffs.  
The complete spectrum sharing model in which two radio systems completely 
share a spectrum band with their access being coordinated through a spectrum 
manager is also examined. We consider two possible scenarios under this model. In 
the first scenario, we analyze and compare the maximum service capacity of the radio 
systems while still satisfying their respective GoS requirements based on RES and RD 
SAC policies, as well as a policy developed based on constrained Markov decision 
process (CMDP). In the second scenario, we include the services’ pricing in the utility 
function. The SAC problem is formulated as a CMDP and solved analytically to 
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The current spectrum management policy adopts static assignment and 
exclusive access of spectrum to different service providers. For example, in the 
United States, the frequencies from 54 MHz to 890 MHz are segmented into smaller 
bands which are assigned exclusively for over the air television broadcasting services 
[1]. This spectrum management model is effective in mitigating interference between 
co-located radio systems and has been adopted by the wireless telecommunication 
industry for many years.   
Driven by consumer demand for different services, the development and 
emergence of new wireless communication systems in recent years have grown 
tremendously. Correspondingly, the demands for radio spectrum have also increased 
significantly and the current spectrum management model shows its limitations. 
Firstly, the rigid and bureaucratic nature of the spectrum allocation process has shown 
to be incapable of reallocating spectrum on a sufficiently dynamic basis to 
accommodate the demands of new and emerging radio systems. Secondly, tenure for 
the exclusive access rights run up to many years in most cases. As a result, the amount 
of vacant radio spectrum available for static assignment diminishes quickly with the 
rapid emergence of more wireless radio systems. A survey of the US frequency 
allocation chart from 3 kHz up to 300 GHz reveals that vacant frequency band is 
available only from 3 kHz to 9 kHz [2], while the remaining bands are highly 
cluttered with various designated services and applications. As a result, spectrum 







The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) established the Spectrum 
Policy Task Force (SPTF) in 2002 to identify, recommend and evaluate changes to the 
current spectrum management policy. Field measured results by the SPTF as well as 
various interested agencies showed that actual usage of scarce spectrum resources can 
be highly inefficient [3-5]. Recently, measured spectrum activity results by the 
spectrum governing agencies in Singapore also arrived at similar conclusions [6]. 
The above findings revealed that the apparent spectrum scarcity is more 
appropriately addressed as a spectrum access problem. At any time and location, 
spectrum activities in most frequency bands occupy only a small fraction of time. 
However, because the frequency band is already allocated exclusively to a proprietary 
radio system, other radio systems within the same geographical area do not have 
access rights even when it has been left fallow for a period of time. Thus result in the 
low spectrum utilization efficiency observed. Given the high economic value of radio 
spectrum, a new paradigm shift in spectrum management is of paramount importance. 
The development of novel management concepts and access models are necessary to 
increase the spectrum utilization efficiency, and also to spur the development of more 
innovative radio access technologies (RAT).  
Following the recommendations put forward by the SPTF, the FCC has taken 
significant steps to remove rigid regulatory barriers. DSA is the new paradigm in 
spectrum management and its definition and available approaches are still evolving. 
However, the spectrum management policies can be broadly classified into three main 
categories, namely the public commons model, the private commons model, and the 
coordinated access model. The spectrum management policies are categorized and 
shown in Figure 1.1. It is envisioned that with the establishment of these novel 






defining their operation models and as a result, innovative market structures and 
























Fig. 1.1 Classification of spectrum management policies and access models. 
 
In the following sections, we give a brief introduction to these models and 
present some of the practical scenarios under each framework.  
 
1.1 Public Commons Model 
 
 
Under this framework, exclusive access rights are abolished and radio systems 
are free to access any portion of the stipulated spectrum band. The current spectrum 
access model adopted in the unlicensed ISM band (2.4 GHz) is a pre-cursor to this 
model where current systems such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, WiFi (IEEE 802.11b/g) and 
WiMAX systems operate and coexist in this band [7]. Radio systems operating in the 






transmission power level. For example, the measured equivalent isotropically radiated 
power (EIRP) for UWB transmissions from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz is specified not to 
exceed -41.3dBm per megahertz of bandwidth. The imposed spectrum mask is to 
ensure the amount of interference generated can be tolerated by the other coexistent 
radio systems. In addition, the radio systems normally also adopt various etiquettes for 
medium access control (MAC) to mitigate interference. For example, the carrier sense 
multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol is implemented in WLAN 
devices, while Bluetooth devices adopt frequency hopping spread spectrum 
technology.  
However, the quality-of-service (QoS) may be degraded due to inter-system 
interference and the problem is aggravated when unlicensed devices become more 
pervasive in the future. For example, Figure 1.2 illustrates a possible scenario in 
which multiple unlicensed radio systems are co-located in the same geographical 
region and their operations are overlapped in frequency. Without proper designed 
precautions, all the coexistent systems may finally fail to perform satisfactorily, 
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The future challenge for radio systems operating under this framework is to 
adopt more intelligent and advanced interference mitigation techniques such as multi-
channel CSMA/CA [8] and adaptive transmit power control (TPC) schemes [9]. More 
recently, cognitive technologies have been introduced and their continued 
development will enable adaptive interference mitigation techniques through channel 
sensing and intelligent collision avoidance algorithms [10-13], thus ensuring the 
operational reliability of coexistent radio systems.  
 
1.2 Private Commons Model 
 
 
Under this model, the licensee has exclusive access rights to the allocated 
spectrum within a specified geographic area, and can also transfer the access rights to 
other radio systems. In the literature, the licensed radio system is commonly referred 
to as the primary radio (PR) system.  When a frequency band which is assigned to a 
PR system is not being utilized at a particular time and geographic location, a 
spectrum hole or ‘white space’ [14] is said to exist. A secondary radio (SR) system 
can dynamically access the temporally available spectrum holes for transmission.  The 
SR is said to have opportunistic access to the spectrum. 
To avoid causing excessive interference to the PR system, SRs are granted 
lower access priority and the secondary transmission is required to backoff when a PR 
transmission is detected on the same frequency. Figure 1.3 shows an example of an 
OSA scheme. In this example, the SRs are referred to as spectral agile radios [15, 16] 
which can dynamically switch among the idle channels and access the spectrum holes 
available in the time and frequency domains. Initially only Channels 2, 3 and 4 are 
accessible by the SRs. At time 0T , a PR transmission is detected in Channel 4. Hence, 






[17] given by this example is denoted by the continuous periods in which spectrum 
holes are available to the SRs. The duration of the ‘black space’ [17] is indicated by 
the period in which all the channels are occupied by the PRs. OSA imposes many 
technical challenges and cognitive radio (CR) technology has been identified as a 
promising platform to develop devices for OSA. More details on CR technology will 








Fig. 1.3 OSA by spectrum agile radios, adapted from [16]. 
 
Secondary spectrum access could be mandated by spectrum governing 
authorities who seek to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency in certain 
spectrum bands. On the other hand, the SR system may also obtain spectrum access 
by leasing unused spectrum from the PR system in a secondary spectrum market [18]. 
With such added flexibility, this access model provides greater incentive (in terms of 
revenue generated by granting secondary access to other radio systems) for the 
spectrum licensee to improve its utilization efficiency.  
A practical example of an adaptive radio system that senses and shares the 
usage of spectrum with a PR system on a secondary basis has been developed by the 






Agency (DARPA). The developed radio system has since been demonstrated to be 
capable of accessing the available spectrum holes over a wide range of frequencies.  
In general, the SRs may operate based on centralized or distributed 
architecture. Figure 1.4 illustrates a possible scenario in which the SR system adopts 

















































In the first case which is illustrated in Fig. 1.4(a), the operation of the PR 
system is unaffected by the introduction of the SR system. The SRs have to perform 
spectrum sensing and detection of spectrum holes, and feedback the information to 
the SR system controller (or base station) through a common control channel. 
Medium access control (MAC) is performed by the SR system controller which will 
allocate the available communication channels to the requesting SRs. The system 
model adopted in the IEEE 802.22 Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRAN) [20] 
standard for OSA in the UHF/VHF television bands is a practical example of 
centralized architecture.  
In an alternative scenario which is shown in Fig. 1.4(b), the SR and PR 
systems may exchange information for cooperative OSA. In this scenario, the PR 
system assists the SR system to determine secondary spectrum access opportunities in 
the time and frequency domains. Such a concept is aligned with recent interest to 
study primary operator assisted OSA [21]. The shortcoming of this approach is that 
the PR system needs to implement additional functionalities to communicate with the 
SR system. Such a situation is more likely if improvements in spectrum utilization 
efficiency are significant (over the non-cooperative scenario). 
On the other hand, in the distributed architecture illustrated in Figure 1.5, the 
SR system operates without a centralized controller. To realize the secondary access 
for a distributed network is technically challenging. In practice, a separate fixed 
sensor network may be used to sense and detect the spectrum holes. In such a 
scenario, the SRs are not required to perform spectrum sensing but rely on the 
information from the sensor network for secondary access. Such a similar concept 




























Fig. 1.5 Distributed secondary radio system. 
 
In Fig. 1.5, the wireless coverage of each sensor node is assumed to be small 
compared to that of the PR and hence the detected spectrum holes within its coverage 
can be assumed to be identical. For example, the SRs could be part of a body area 
network (BAN) or personal area network (PAN) operating within the wireless 
coverage of the sensor node. Initially, all the SRs are in idle mode and listen for 
secondary transmission. When a SR wishes to transmit to another SR, it first requests 
the sensor network to sense and detect for available spectrum holes. Based on the 
results, the sensor network may deny the SR spectrum access when secondary 
transmission opportunities are unavailable. On the other hand, if a frequency band is 
detected to be unused, the sensor network will return with an acknowledgement and 
the SR may transmit to other nearby SRs on that frequency. The information may be 
transmitted to the destination node directly or via multiple hops.  
It is important to note that the system architectures for OSA are still evolving, 
which give rise to many proposed interesting and innovative architectures. The 






1.3 Coordinated Access Model 
 
 
Under this framework, exclusive access rights to the frequency bands of a 
common spectrum are dynamically allocated and possibly traded among multiple 
radio systems. In addition, access to the spectrum resources is coordinated through a 
centralized system controller. Due to improved trunking efficiency, better spectrum 
utilization is achievable (compared to the static partition approach) when multiple 
radio systems share the aggregated spectrum in a coordinated manner. We present two 
possible scenarios under this model. The first scenario represents a virtual spectrum 
partitioning model and is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The second scenario represents a 
complete spectrum sharing model and is shown in Figure 1.7. 
In Fig. 1.6, it is assumed that Radio A (RA) and Radio B (RB) are proprietary 
radio systems that provide different services. The two radio systems are assumed to 
form a heterogeneous multi-radio network through an additional adaptation layer in 
their protocol stack to facilitate the sharing of spectrum resources. Assuming that a 
large increase in service requests causes the traffic demand to exceed the maximum 
capacity of RA, then RB may support RAs’ traffic demands using its excess spectrum. 
Spectrum negotiations are performed between RA and RB via the common link and in 
this case, user A5 is able to obtain wireless access using the excess spectrum from RB. 
The tradeoff is the need to perform vertical handoff and dynamic reconfiguration of 
the transmission parameters. A practical example of a similar dynamic spectrum 
sharing scenario is being studied and developed under the IEEE P1900.4 standards 
[23] where multiple radio systems share their spectrum resources in a coordinated 
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Fig. 1.6 Virtual spectrum partition in a heterogeneous multi-radio network. 
 
In the previous scenario, the admission of User A5 is performed jointly by the 
two radio systems. In the second scenario which is depicted in Fig. 1.7, the traffic 
demands are aggregated at the spectrum manager which performs dynamic allocation 
of spectrum to multiple radio systems. This could be representative of a scenario 
whereby a licensee performs short duration lease of spectrum to several radio 
systems.  
In Fig. 1.7, it is assumed that two radio systems denoted by RA and RB 
completely share the spectrum band, and provide different wireless services over a 
geographical region. The respective base station performs spectrum requests to the 
spectrum manager. It is assumed that each radio system has its own control channels 
and requests only a portion of the spectrum for transmission. An exclusive access 
right to a frequency band is allocated to the admitted request for transmission. 
However, tenure of the access right is valid only for a short duration (in comparison to 
that in static spectrum allocation).  An example of such a spectrum access model is 
























Fig. 1.7 Complete spectrum sharing in a multi-radio network. 
 
 
1.4 Research Motivation 
 
 
Spectrum scarcity poses an imminent problem for the development of future 
wireless communication systems. DSA will revolutionize the design of future wireless 
communication systems and the manner in which the radios operate.  
One of the challenges for DSA involves efficiently allocating limited spectrum 
resources to multiple radio systems. This brings about the concept of spectrum 
admission control (SAC). SAC in a multiple radio system environment is analogous 
to the call admission control (CAC) in a single radio system which offers multiclass 
services. Both CAC and SAC aim to achieve better spectrum utilization efficiency. 
However, there are differences in their objectives and the adopted approach. CAC is 
performed at the call level, and generally caters to the admission of multiclass 
services while still fulfilling their respective Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements 
[25]. On the other hand, SAC is performed at the radio access level and caters to the 
Grade-of-Service (GoS) constraints such as the blocked service probability of 
individual radio systems. Figure 1.8 illustrates an example of the hierarchal 
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Fig. 1.8 Example of the hierarchal differences between CAC and SAC. 
 
This thesis focuses primarily on the opportunistic and coordinated spectrum 
access models. The motivation for this research derives from the fact that while these 
novel spectrum access models described in the above sections can significantly 
improve the current spectrum utilization efficiency, however, they also impose new 
and unique design challenges that need to be overcome in order to take advantage of 
the new flexibilities introduced. In addition, most existing works in the literature 
consider only best effort service connection for the DSA radios. As continued efforts 
to enhance user satisfaction, it is expected that there will be a need to provision for 
GoS guarantee for all the radio systems. The design of SAC policies becomes more 
challenging when heterogeneous radio systems incorporate different levels of GoS 
guarantee.  
In this thesis, the main objective is to develop analytical platforms so as to 
study and analyze the service capacity of the radio systems under the framework of 
these newly proposed spectrum access models. From the results obtained, we further 
enhance the service capacities through the proposal and development of various SAC 
policies so that the limited spectrum resources can be utilized more efficiently to 






OSA is a novel spectrum access concept, and since SR transmissions rely on 
spectrum holes, the PRs’ activities therefore have very significant impact on the SR 
transmission opportunity time which in turn affects the dropped service probability. A 
fundamental research challenge at the PHY layer involves identifying and modeling 
the statistics of the spectrum holes which are sporadically distributed in the time and 
frequency domains. The motivation for modeling the durations of both the 
opportunity time and duration of the ‘black spaces’ (Fig. 1.3) derives from the fact 
that better understanding of their statistics has important practical implications which 
can be explained as follows.  
Most existing works in the literature [26, 27] are developed based on statistical 
distribution fitting methods and the statistics are limited to one channel only. 
However, the PR activities may change at different rates. In the future, SRs are more 
likely to dynamically switch between the available spectrum holes over multiple 
frequency bands (such as the case depicted in Fig. 1.3). Therefore, these statistics 
provide better insight on the relationship between the PR activities and the 
opportunity time, and also the duration of ‘black spaces’.   
Under the coordinated access model, most of the related works in the literature 
[28, 29] pertaining to the virtual spectrum partition model study only the increase in 
the service capacity through computer simulation. To enhance the sharing of spectrum 
resources in a multi-radio network, it is necessary to develop analytical platforms 
which enable the study of both the increase in the service capacity as well as the 
incurred performance tradeoffs such as the probability of vertical handoffs for this 
model.  
On the other hand in the complete spectrum sharing model, the spectrum band 






different system parameters such as transmission bandwidth, GoS guarantees and 
traffic demands. The need to design adaptable and robust SAC policies so as to share 
the limited spectrum resources efficiently and still fulfill the respective radio systems’ 
requirements thus provides an interesting and challenging research motivation.  
The research issues pertaining to DSA not only span the technological 
frontiers but the problems also involve the economic interests of industry stakeholders 
and regulatory policy issues. On one hand, the FCC has acknowledged the limitations 
of the current spectrum management policy, and has actively encouraged the 
investigation and study of DSA models [30]. In response to their initiatives, some of 
the recent major works on OSA include the standardization work performed by the 
IEEE 802.22 workgroup. On the other hand, there are also emerging works which 
study possible business models for spectrum trading [31] and spectrum pricing [32, 
33] for coordinated DSA. The vibrancy of on-going research works demonstrates the 
great interest to adopt DSA for future wireless communication systems. These 
observations provide additional motivation for undertaking these research problems.  
 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
 
 
The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review 
the related works in the literature. SDR and CR technologies are identified as the 
enabling technologies which provide the required platform for the development and 
implementation of these DSA models. Our belief in the relationship between SDR, 
CR and DSA is explicitly presented and recent research developments in SDR and CR 
technologies are covered. In addition, related works pertaining to the public 
commons, private commons, and coordinated access models are reviewed. We also 






In Chapter 3, we study the impact of the PR activities on the SR transmission 
opportunity time, as well as the duration of the ‘black spaces’. We present the 
derivation of the theoretical p.d.f. of the opportunity time for a small number of 
frequency bands. The analytical approach to obtain the theoretical p.d.f. is then 
generalized to an arbitrary number of frequency bands. We further postulate and show 
that the theoretical p.d.f. of the opportunity time can be closely approximated using 
lesser number of terms. In addition, the derivation of theoretical p.d.f. for the ‘black 
spaces’ is also presented. 
In Chapter 4, the virtual spectrum partitioning model depicted in Fig 1.6 is 
examined. Based on a simple FCFS SAC policy, we first develop a four-dimensional 
Markov chain model, from which the steady-state solution enables concurrent 
computation of the service capacity under given GoS constraints as well as the 
corresponding amount of incurred tradeoffs. We then design a RES and a RD SAC 
policy to further enhance the service capacity of the multi-radio network. The Markov 
chain models for the RES and RD SAC policies are also presented. The performances 
of the RES and RD policies are compared against the FCFS policy.  
In Chapter 5, we study the complete spectrum sharing model described in Fig. 
1.7 and examined two possible cases. For the first case, we developed analytical 
platforms to compute the maximum service capacity of the multi-radio network given 
by RD and RES SAC policies as well as a SAC policy formulated based on discrete-
time constrained Markov decision process. The analytical solution to each of these 
SAC policies is presented and the maximum service capacities of the radio systems 
under given GoS constraints are compared. For the second case, we assume the 
offered services incur different service charges and incorporate their pricing in the 






in which the objective of the spectrum manager is to maximize the average revenue 
obtained from servicing the traffic demands, and at the same time fulfill the GoS 
constraints of the individual radio systems.  
Finally, we conclude the thesis with the presentation of the thesis contributions 









In this chapter, we give an introduction to software-defined radio (SDR) and 
cognitive radio (CR) technologies, and explain why they are the enabling technologies 
for dynamic spectrum access (DSA). A review of the related works on opportunistic 
spectrum access (OSA), virtual spectrum partitioning and complete spectrum sharing 
is presented. We also review the developments to incorporate CR technologies in 
radio systems developed under the public commons spectrum model.  
 
2.1 Technology for Next Generation Radios and DSA 
 
Current spectrum management adopts static spectrum assignment policy. In 
contrast, future wireless communication systems are likely to adopt DSA with the 
objective to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency. Both, SDR and CR 
technologies have emerged as promising technical platforms to develop such 
capabilities. 
A SDR can be described as one in which the functions, operation modes, and 
applications can be configured and reconfigured using various software control [34]. 
This means that transmission parameters such as the signal bandwidth, carrier 
frequency, modulation, and even the adopted protocols can be flexibly changed 
through software control. With such flexibilities, SDR technology is capable of 
providing seamless inter-connectivity in a diverse world of radio access technologies 
and standards. However, with growing trends to develop multi-function devices and 






devices require more intelligence and autonomy in decision making. Hence, the 
concept of CR was conceived. 
CR technology has emerged to equip radio devices with cognitive capabilities 
through sensing, learning, awareness and reasoning. The definition of CR varies 
according to the described context. As such, researchers and academics still argue 
over its exact definition. However, it is widely acknowledged that SDR technology is 
a key enabler to realize CRs, which can be generally described as a SDR that 
additionally senses its environment, tracks changes, and reacts upon its findings so as 
to optimize the radio performance [35].  
There are two general class of CRs, namely technology centric CRs and user 
centric CRs [36]. Technology-centric cognitivity comprises of the intelligence to 
provide most appropriate radio resources for the needs of the radio devices, for 
example, the identification of spectrum opportunities for OSA. User-centric 
cognitivity comprises of user support functions and together with technology-centric 
cognitivity, they provide the user with context aware services.  
The definition and functionalities of CR, SDR and DSA are still evolving. 
However, in a more general sense, we classify their relationship by the Venn diagram 
in Figure 2.1. In Fig. 2.1, both CRs and DSA are enabled by SDR technology. 
However, as previously mentioned, a SDR could simply be a device that is based on 
software controlled architecture, and equipped with multi-mode connection capability. 
A user-centric CR could be developed upon SDR technology and include a cognitive 
engine [35] to recognize user behavior and interests, and therefore provide context-
aware services to the user. In a possible scenario, a user could purchase movie tickets 






through progressive learning. It would then inform the user of subsequent new movie 
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Fig. 2.1 Relationship between SDR, CR and DSA. 
 
The area of concern in this thesis is highlighted in red in Fig. 2.1. OSA (Figs. 
1.4 and 1.5) would require technology centric CRs that could sense and track the 
availability of spectrum holes, and identify suitable opportunities for secondary 
transmission. Although we do not rule out the future use of CRs, as an initial 
development, we believe that SDR technology is sufficient to support the virtual 
spectrum partitioning and complete spectrum sharing models (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7, 
respectively). This is because these access models generally do not require radio 
systems to sense for spectrum holes. 
 
2.2 Software-Defined Radio and Cognitive Radio Technology 
 
2.2.1 Introduction to SDR  
 
 
Traditional hardware based radio devices have limited support for multi-mode 






hardware changes. This results in limited connectivity in the plethora of waveforms 
and wireless standards which exist today. In 1999, Joseph Mitola introduced the idea 
of SDRs [38]. A SDR has most of its functions implemented through modifiable 
software or firmware operating on programmable processing technologies [39]. These 
programmable processors include field programmable gate arrays (FPGA), digital 
signal processors (DSP), programmable System on Chip (SoC), General Purpose 






















Fig. 2.2 General transceiver architecture for SDR, adopted from [40]. 
 
Referring to Fig. 2.2, the architecture incorporates a wideband RF front-end 
for transmission over wide ranges of frequencies and is supported by software 
controlled digital backend processing. The RF signals are passed into an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) and the quantized baseband signal is then processed. Through 
software implementation, the generation of signal waveforms (for example, OFDM, 
spread-spectrum, etc), and modulation schemes can be reconfigured dynamically. The 
use of software to control the operations of the backend processes makes the device 
dynamically reconfigurable, thus being able to adopt and communicate using different 
radio access technologies flexibly in the virtual spectrum partitioning and complete 
spectrum sharing models.  
Currently, the most standard receiver architectures are the super heterodyne 
and homodyne receivers (zero-intermediate-frequency). With the development of fast 






known structures can be modified to work as a SDR receiver [41]. The key 
technologies within a transceiver for a SDR include:  
• wideband antennas and programmable filters [42, 43],  
• wideband low-noise-amplifiers (LNA) and most importantly,  
• wideband ADCs [44].  
The bandwidth and linearity of each of these stages will determine the dynamic range 
of operations and signal distortion in the various stages.  
In the literature, there are three general methods for SDRs to obtain software 
updates/upgrades. They are namely static, pseudo-static and dynamic software 
downloading [40]:  
Static download 
This refers to the situation whereby the communication device is pre-
programmed with a few common communication standards like GSM, 3G, WiFi, etc. 
From the devices’ database, the user/device is able to select the standard most suitable 
for communications. The internal states of the device are then configured to that 
standard. It is evident that this method has limited flexibility. 
Pseudo-static download 
Pseudo-static downloads allows over the air reconfiguration of protocols and 
applications or updates of software programs. The contents may be programmed by 
the network operator or radio device manufacturer and transmitted wirelessly to the 
mobile device. This option offers greater flexibility compared to static downloading. 
Dynamic download 
Dynamic download further allows over the air reconfiguration during a 
transmission. Over-the-air or other remote reprogramming updates/upgrades, reduces 






2.2.2 Introduction to CR  
 
 
In 2000, Mitola further developed the SDR concept and coined the term 
cognitive radio (CR) in [45]. From the definition given in Section 2.1, there are two 
main characteristics of CR, namely reconfigurability and cognitivity.  
Reconfigurability is enabled by SDR technology and a possible relationship 
between SDR and CR which is illustrated in [35], is reproduced in Figure 2.3. In the 
model, the combination of the cognitive engine, SDR and various sensing 
mechanisms constitute a CR. The cognitive engine takes information from external 
sensing (radio environment) and processes it to optimize the desired objective based 
on its internal hardware capabilities. It is also responsible for learning traits relevant 
to its objective function. The cognitive engine also controls the parameters of the SDR 













Fig. 2.3 Illustration of the relationship between SDR and CR [35]. 
 
 
On the other hand, cognitivity refers to the capability to sense and process 






These traits are captured in the cognition cycle [46] which comprises of numerous key 
processes: Observe, Orient, Plan, Learn, Decide and Act.  
The cognition cycle described in [46] is generic to user and technology centric 
CRs. We present a possible simplified cognition cycle in Figure 2.4 for OSA. The 
three main functionalities in this cycle consist of spectrum sensing, spectrum analysis, 
and transmission decision. Drawing a parallel with the generic cognition cycle, these 
functionalities are analogous to Observe, Learn, Decide and Act processes, 
respectively. These functionalities can be described as follows: 
 
3 Spectrum Sensing of the radio environment may encompass the following: 
• Sensing for spectrum holes and channel state information which 
include the estimation of interference levels. 
 
4 Spectrum Analysis process may encompass the following: 
4.1 Processing of channel state information; 
4.2 Prediction of channel capacity; 
 
5 The Transmission Decision process may encompass the following: 
5.1 Decision to transmit/ wait for another spectrum opportunity; 
5.2 Reconfiguration of flexible PHY layer, e.g. Modulation, carrier 
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Fig. 2.4 A possible simplified version of the cognition cycle for OSA. 
 
 
2.3 Opportunistic Spectrum Access 
 
In this section, an overview on the related works pertaining to OSA is first 
presented. The challenges and methodologies when performing spectrum sensing and 
primary radio detection to realize opportunistic access are discussed.  
 
2.3.1 Some Recent Research on OSA 
 
 
The basic concept of OSA is to open licensed radio spectrum to secondary 
usage while limiting the interference on the PR system. It is commonly acknowledged 
that a concept similar to OSA was first introduced in [47] under the concept of 
spectrum pooling, which is a resource sharing strategy that organizes and groups 
available unused spectrum into a common pool and spectrum resources are allocated 
dynamically to requesting SR systems. Subsequently, spectrum pooling algorithms 






The neXt-Generation (XG) program from the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) developed a XG radio system with the focus on intelligent 
policy-based negotiations and radio etiquettes so as to sense and share the usage of 
spectrum [49, 50]. Similarly, the CORVUS project [51] aims to use spectrum in a 
nonintrusive manner so as not to impede the access rights of the licensed users. The 
IEEE 802.22 WRAN [20] standardization workgroup was formed to study issues 
pertaining to secondary access in the television broadcasting frequency bands in the 
United States. More recently, the concept of CRs was extended to Cognitive Wireless 
Networks (CWN) [52]. 
 
2.3.2 Sensing, Detection and Modeling of Spectrum Holes 
 
 
The statistics of the PR activity in each channel has significant impact on the 
SR transmission. The sensing, detection and hence the modeling of these activities are 
important considerations that can significantly influence the performance of SR 
systems. This section summarizes the progress in these areas and some of the 
challenges in the implementation of OSA radio systems. 
In a multi-user, multi-path environment with fluctuating noise levels and 
varying RF power being received at the antenna, one of the main technical challenges 
is to enable reliable and robust detection of spectrum holes as well as active PR 
transmissions. The hidden PR [22] problem must also be adequately addressed. This 
problem will be illustrated and discussed in more details subsequently.  
As it is not practical to continuously sense the spectrum, spectrum sensing is 
normally performed on a periodic basis. Therefore, the sensing rate has important 
practical implications on the performance of both the PR and SR systems. These 




























b) Fast sensing rate 
Fig. 2.5 Effect of sensing rate on the opportunity time and collision with PR. 
 
In Fig. 2.5(a), a slow sensing rate is used in the detection of secondary access 
opportunities. Given the slow sensing rate, there is higher probability of missing out 
on available secondary transmission opportunities. In addition, collisions with a PR 
transmission are more likely to occur if the sensing rate is too slow. On the other 
hand, the sensing rate is faster in Fig. 2.5(b). Although the missed opportunities may 
be reduced, it may not be cost effective because a faster sensing rate consumes more 
energy and reduces the secondary transmission time. The performance tradeoff for the 








Spectrum Sensing Algorithms 
In the literature, there are a few methods under investigation for spectrum 
sensing, which include wideband and narrowband, as well as cooperative sensing.  
Narrowband spectrum sensing usually involves individually sensing and 
detection of the spectrum activity in each sub-band of a larger frequency band. The 
problem was analyzed in [53], where an analytical framework to derive an adaptive 
sensing period for each sub-band was developed. The objective is to maximize the 
discovery of spectrum opportunities and at the same time minimize the delay in 
finding an available channel. Similarly, in [54] the authors formulated a periodic 
sensing scheme for each sub-band as a finite horizon partially observable Markov 
decision process and derived the sensing period using linear programming techniques. 
However, the analysis was restricted to PR and SR systems which adopt slotted access 
models. The study was subsequently extended to consider continuous time access 
model in [55].  
The sensing duration shown in Fig. 2.5 is also an important design parameter 
as it affects how quickly the SR is able to backoff when an active PR transmission 
reappears in the frequency band. A multi-resolution spectrum sensing [56] technique 
which first coarsely senses the entire frequency band, followed by finer resolution 
sensing of small frequency ranges was proposed. As it avoids sensing the entire 
frequency band at maximum resolution, this technique is found to significantly reduce 
the sensing duration. 
On the other hand, wideband spectrum sensing is usually performed over a 
much wider frequency range altogether which possibly consist of multiple sub-bands 
[57]. Recently there are increasing interests to investigate the performance of 






perform wideband spectrum sensing using wavelet transform methods. The 
investigations in [61] showed that by adopting wideband sensing, the detection of 
spectrum opportunities and PR transmissions in fading environments can be improved 
significantly, but at the expense of higher computational complexity.  
 
Problem of Hidden Nodes 
Assuming an omni-directional PR transmission, the hidden node problem can be 
explained using Figure 2.6. A SR, S1, wishes to communicate with S2. Due to its 
location and technical limitations, S1 perceives that frequency channel F1 is available 
and transmits. Unknown to S1, a PR, denoted by P1, is receiving on the same 















Fig. 2.6 Hidden PR situation. 
 
Cooperative spectrum sensing [62, 63] involves multiple terminals 
concurrently sensing for spectrum opportunities at different geographical locations 
and centralizes the detection results for decision making. By exploiting spatial 
diversity, recent research results [64 - 66] indicate that the hidden node problem can 
be alleviated through cooperative sensing. For the scenario depicted in Fig. 2.6, 






denied transmission on F1. However due to the aggregation of sensing results for joint 
decision making, the improved accuracy comes at the cost of additional 
communication overheads [67].  
 
Detection Techniques 
A few detection techniques have been extensively explored in the literature, 
namely, matched filter detection, energy detection and cyclostationary feature 
detection. The pros and cons of each technique are discussed and their performances 
were evaluated in [68]. In summary, matched filter detection is able to achieve better 
detection than energy detection for the same given SNR. However, as a coherent 
detection technique, it requires time synchronization with the primary signal and 
would require a different receiver for different classes of PR systems. On the other 
hand, energy detection can be easily implemented using simple Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) circuits, but may encounter a ‘SNR wall’ in some situations [69]. In 
addition, the detection threshold is highly susceptible to noise level uncertainties. 
Hence, energy detection is not suitable for detection of spectrum holes in which the 
PR system adopts spread spectrum transmission techniques.  
Cyclostationary feature detection [70] utilizes periodic statistics of the mean 
and autocorrelation functions of the transmitted signals for detection. Random noise 
does not exhibit cyclostationarity and the periodic signature of each modulation 
scheme is unique. Therefore in the presence of random noise, the PR transmission 
could still be identified under certain SNR. Although this technique is more robust 
than matched filter and energy detection, its complexity increases by N2 due to the 
computation of the cross-correlation multiplications from the N-point FFT [69]. A 













Fig. 2.7 Block diagram of cyclostationary feature detector, reproduced from [69]. 
 
 
Modeling of Spectrum Holes 
Comparatively, limited work has been performed on the modeling of spectrum 
holes in the literature which can be found in [26, 27, and 71].  
In [26], the authors modeled the duration of white spaces for numerous 
individual WLAN channels in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and found that the hyper-Erlang 
p.d.f. can best describe the duration of white spaces for each individual channel. On 
the other hand, by adopting a simplistic slotted access model for the SR, the authors 
described the duration of white spaces for a channel in terms of the number of 
timeslots which are unoccupied by PR traffic [27]. The duration of white spaces for 
each channel in this case is approximated by a geometric distribution. The results of 
the measurements performed by the Dutch Radio Regulatory Body over twelve cities 
in the Netherlands were presented in [71]. The measurements were performed in steps 
of 100 kHz from 400 MHz to 1 GHz and the measurements were taken at 10s interval 
over a 24-hour period for each frequency range. It was found that the PR activities in 
each frequency bin can be approximately modeled as an exponential on/off process. 
 
2.3.3 Secondary Access  
 
Distributed and Centralized Secondary Access 
In general, the SR system architecture may be distributed (Fig. 1.4) or 
centralized (Fig. 1.5). Without a common MAC protocol, the competition for 






can be analyzed based on game theories [72, 73]. In this case, each radio will apply 
appropriate strategies in a distributive manner so as to maximize its desired utility 
function [74]. In [75], game theory methodologies were investigated with the 
objective to develop adaptive waveform schemes for interference avoidance in 
distributed spectrum sharing networks. A distributed cognitive MAC protocol for a SR 
system with energy constraints is presented in [75]. The objective is to maximize the 
expected throughput, while limiting the interference caused to the PR system.  
On the other hand, some examples of recent OSA approaches adopting 
centralized system architecture include the CORVUS project by the University of 
California at Berkeley, as well as the IEEE 802.22 standardization work on WRAN. 
The development of spectrum pooling in [48] also adopts a centralized architecture. In 
these works, contention of spectrum access opportunities among multiple users is 
usually resolved through a centralized system controller. In addition, a dedicated 
control channel is available for the exchange of control messages and spectrum 
sensing information. 
Some works also adopt cross-layer approaches which incorporate spectrum 
sensing in the design of secondary access schemes. In [77] the authors presented a 
MAC protocol for OSA in multi-channel cognitive wireless networks which include 
the consideration of channel sensing errors. In [78], cross-layer opportunistic MAC 
protocols which integrate spectrum sensing with packet scheduling for wireless ad 
hoc networks were studied and analyzed. 
 
Other Secondary Access Methodologies 
The main concern in OSA is to avoid causing excessive interference to PRs. In 
the literature, some research works has shown the effectiveness of the OFDMA 






attractive access scheme due to its inherent flexibility of simultaneously using 
multiple noncontiguous frequency bands for transmission [80]. In this case, when 
primary transmissions are detected in one or multiple sub-carriers, the secondary 
transmission may still be possible using non-contiguous sub-carriers. Spectrum 
pooling using OFDMA is illustrated in Figure 2.8. In this case, a SR transmission 












Fig. 2.8 Spectrum pooling based on OFDMA. 
 
In contrast to the strict backoff policy which is adopted in most works in the 
literature, in some cases the SR may still be allowed to transmit even when a primary 
transmission is detected in the same channel. This is possible as long as the 
interference level at the primary receiver is below a specified acceptable threshold 
[81]. Such an access concept is based on an interference model which is proposed by 
the FCC [82]. The interference model ensures a specified PR performance by 
imposing a limit on the received interference power at the primary receiver. The limit 
is represented by the maximum amount of interference the primary receiver could 
tolerate in a certain channel, beyond which new or existing secondary transmissions 













2.4 Coordinated Spectrum Access 
 
As shown in Fig. 1.1, another aspect of DSA involves spectrum sharing 
among multiple radio systems in which their access is coordinated. In this section, we 
review some of the standardization work as well as other research efforts on 
coordinated dynamic spectrum access. In particular, we review the spectrum sharing 
models proposed in the literature and studies on the auction of spectrum via a 
spectrum manager.  
 
2.4.1 Heterogeneous Multi-Radio Networks 
 
 
As an overview, the IEEE SCC41/ P1900 [23] workgroup investigates and 
standardizes new methods of interference management, coordination and information 
sharing between different RATs for dynamic spectrum sharing in networks 
comprising of heterogeneous systems. The tasks are distributed among four main 
standardization bodies, namely: IEEE P1900.1, IEEE P1900.2, IEEE P1900.3 and 
IEEE P1900.4. The role of P1900.1 workgroup is to provide technically precise 
definitions and explanations of key concepts in spectrum management, CR, SDR and 






of new capabilities of these technologies. The P1900.2 workgroup recommends and 
provide technical guidelines for analyzing potential coexistence and/ or interference 
management methodologies. The P1900.3 workgroup is responsible for developing 
specific analysis techniques for compliance testing and evaluation of radio systems 
with DSA capability. Of related interest are the research efforts by the P1900.4 
workgroup, which is responsible for defining building blocks for optimization of radio 
resource usage among different radio access networks and performance of spectrum 
access control in heterogeneous wireless networks. Two new workgroups were 
proposed recently, namely P1900.5 and P1900.6, which respectively focuses on the 
development of policy language and RF sensing algorithms to support radio systems 
with cognitive capability. 
There are numerous European projects which examined advanced spectrum 
sharing methodologies for various applications. For example, the European IST 
project on Transparently Reconfigurable UbiquitouS Terminal (TRUST) [83] 
concerns the development of advanced spectrum sharing techniques through the use 
of SDR technology. In particular, the project studies the impact and potential benefits 
of the various spectrum sharing scenarios. 
The projects on Dynamic Radio for IP-Services in Vehicular Environments 
(DRiVE) and Spectrum Efficient Uni and Multicast Services over Dynamic multi-
Radio Networks in Vehicular Environments (OverDRiVE) studied methods for 
sharing spectrum resources between DVB-T, UMTS and GSM standards in a 
common frequency range via coordinated dynamic spectrum allocation in both 
temporal and spatial domains [84]. On the other hand, part of the European IST FP6 






B3G (Beyond 3G) systems to take advantage of flexible spectrum usage enabled by 
both intra and inter-system spectrum sharing concepts. 
 The European IST End to End Reconfigurability II (E2R II) project [86] 
studies the development of common platforms so as to facilitate the optimization of 
resource usage among different radio access networks (RANs) through the use of 
reconfigurable and cognitive system architectures. Through these common platforms, 
users can experience seamless ubiquitous communications where and when needed in 
the future. The E2R architectural framework is shown in Figure 2.10. 
 
 
Fig. 2.10 Architectural framework of E2R project [86]. 
 
 
2.4.2 Dynamic Spectrum Sharing Models 
 
 
The European IST project on Transparently Reconfigurable Ubiquitous 
Terminal (TRUST) identified a few possible spectrum sharing models [29, 87] which 
are illustrated in Figure 2.11.  
 In Fig. 2.11(a), each radio system is a licensed radio and has exclusive access 






whereby the radio systems share the resource in a non-overlapping manner. The radio 
systems may only access the shared frequency band when they have depleted their 
own resources.  
Figure 2.11(b) represents a virtual spectrum partition model whereby each 
radio system is assigned a licensed frequency band, and when its resources are 
depleted, the radio system may lease and utilize excess resources from the other radio 
system. This scenario corresponds to that described in Fig. 1.6, where two different 
radio systems share their excess bandwidth to support higher traffic demands.  
In Fig. 2.11(c), the radio systems completely share the entire frequency band 
in a non-overlapping manner in which the wireless access for users from the different 
radio systems is coordinated. This model represents complete spectrum sharing which 
is similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1.7. OFDMA has been identified as a suitable 
scheme for this spectrum sharing model due to its inherent flexibility of 
simultaneously using multiple noncontiguous sub-carriers for transmission and was 





















The spectrum sharing models shown in Fig. 2.11 were also adopted by various 
other research projects. For example, the models shown in Fig. 2.11(a) and (c) were 
further studied in the DRiVE and OverDRiVE projects. In [29], the system 
performance given by inter-operator spectrum sharing adopting the models shown in 
Fig. 2.11(a) and (b) were examined. In [28], the service capacity given by a static 
spectrum allocation model was compared with that using the spectrum sharing model 
in Fig. 2.11(c).  
The model in Fig. 2.11(b) was further extended in the IEEE P1900.4 
standardization works to include spectrum sharing between multiple operators. The 
scenario assumes different frequency bands are allocated to several operators who all 
have the flexibility of sharing their spectrum resource. Each operator manages its own 
spectrum usage through an Operator Spectrum Manager (OSM). Furthermore, a 
Network Reconfiguration Manager (NRM), which is developed in the P1900.4 
standard, resides in the system architecture of each operator. The NRMs facilitate the 
exchange of information so as to negotiate and perform coordinated dynamic 






























Fig. 2.12 Dynamic spectrum assignment between multiple operators [89]. 
 
Three operators A, B, and C provide different services in different frequency 






network of Operator A and the 3G network of Operator B experiences high usage. On 
the other hand, Operator Bs’ WiFi network and Operator Cs’ 4G network experience 
relatively lighter usage. Inter-operator negotiations and spectrum assignments are 
performed by the respective NRMs which after load balancing, the usage and traffic 
assignments are depicted by the scenario on the right. Through inter-operator 
spectrum sharing, the networks can support higher traffic demands. The P1900.4 
workgroup also studies dynamic spectrum assignment between multiple networks 
which are owned by a single operator.  
 
2.4.3 Spectrum Auctioning via a Spectrum Manager 
 
 
Auctioning of exclusive spectrum access rights to radio systems via a 
spectrum manager has also been studied in the literature. For example, the 
DIMSUMnet [24] project describes the development of a coordinated spectrum access 
model via a regional spectrum broker. This concept is based on a centralized system 
architecture in which the spectrum broker manages a large portion of the spectrum 
band and dynamically assigns smaller portions of it to individual RANs. The RANs 
are required to bid for the required amount of spectrum resource to serve immediate 
traffic demands. Alternatively, the RANs could in anticipation of higher traffic, place 
an advanced reservation to the spectrum broker for a certain amount of spectrum. 
When the bid is successful, the RAN has exclusive access to the resources in which 
the lease is valid for a fixed duration and after the lease expires it must be renewed.  
In the literature, there are also various lease based dynamic spectrum 
allocation algorithms. The tenure for the access rights in these models is much shorter 
compared to the static spectrum assignment approach. For example, [90] describes a 






managing spectrum resources through coordinated spectrum access among multiple 
radio systems. In [91], the authors proposed an algorithm to dimension the priority 
between network operators as well as the relative priorities between multi-class 
services into a spectrum sharing metric when allocating spectrum to multiple network 
operators.  
In [92], a system architecture which incorporates joint radio resource 
management and spectrum auctioning in a heterogeneous network environment is 
presented. The analysis of spectrum auctioning among a group of radios subjected to 
an interference constraint is presented in [93]. To enable fair spectrum pricing, a 
model for computing the price per Hertz of spectrum with a certain level of 
interference was established in [94]. In a similar work, the combination of spectrum 
pricing and allocation algorithms so as to react dynamically to the market demands is 
proposed in [95].  
 
2.5  Public Commons 
 
Radio systems operating under this model may freely access the stipulated 
spectrum band and their operations may overlap in the frequency domain. However, 
the potential improvement in spectrum utilization efficiency provides the incentive for 
network operators to adopt more advanced interference mitigation techniques.  
 
2.5.1 Cognitive UWB 
 
 
In [96], the authors introduced cognitive UWB radio, which is a radio system 
based on UWB transmission with the capability of self-adapting to the characteristics 






UWB radio [97 - 99] because UWB radios span over a very large frequency range in 
which many other wireless systems operate. Hence there is great incentive to leverage 
on CR technology and develop adaptive interference mitigation techniques.  
 
Adaptive Waveform 
For pulse based UWB radio, a possible method for interference mitigation is 
through the use of adaptive waveforms for transmission. In [100], an adaptive 
waveform generation technique is presented which senses and adapts to the radio 
environment. Coexistence with other radio systems is also investigated using bit error 
rate as the metric for performance evaluation. In [101], a flexible waveform 
generation technique which shows improved interference suppression to and from 
narrowband signals is discussed.   
 
Multi-band OFDM 
On the other hand, there are also research efforts on cognitive UWB radio 
systems adopting multi-band OFDM transmission. For example, techniques for 
detecting interfering signals and shaping the spectral waveform for interference 
mitigation for a UWB radio using multi-band OFDM transmission technique is 
analyzed and demonstrated in [102]. In [103], the author discusses general methods 
for eliminating and reducing interference. In addition, the coexistence between multi-
band OFDM based UWB radio and WiMax were explored in [10].  
To maintain low spectral leakage between non-contiguous sub-carriers, a 
cosine modulated filter-bank technique was proposed in [104]. In [105], an adaptive 






Spheroidal Wave Functions, in which the authors found to be effective in producing 
the desired spectral nulls for interference mitigation. 
 
2.5.2 Other Research Efforts 
 
 
The enhancement in system throughput from employing a cognitive based 
adaptive frequency hopping operation for Bluetooth transmission (2.4 GHz) in the 
presence of WLAN (IEEE 802.11b) signals was analyzed in [26]. In [106], it is 
proposed to use game theoretical models to analyze the network performances of 




In this chapter, we have provided a review of the related works in the 
literature. From the review, there are many on-going research efforts studying various 
scenarios of DSA, which include OSA, complete spectrum sharing and virtual 
spectrum partitioning models. We also reviewed some recent developments under the 
public commons policy. Radio systems under this policy stand to gain from better 
throughput by incorporating interference mitigation techniques enabled by CR 









As a result of different PR on/off statistics [4], spectrum holes are sporadically 
distributed in the time and frequency domains. In this chapter, we present an 
analytical platform to derive the theoretical p.d.f of the opportunity time as well as the 
‘black spaces’ for a SR system which span N frequency bins. This work provides a 
better insight on the relationship between the PR on/off activities and the statistics of 
these parameters. Some related works in the literature can be found in [26, 27].   
This chapter is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section 
3.1. From a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) model of the PR activities, we 
derive the lumped irreducible Markov chain model in Section 3.2. The derivation for 
the p.d.f. of the opportunity time is presented in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we 
present our simulation setup and results. This chapter is concluded in Section 3.5. 
 
3.1 System Model and Assumptions 
 
The radio spectrum under consideration is partitioned into N frequency bins, 
which are numbered as 1 2, ,..., NF F F . SRs can utilize the available spectrum holes in 
one or more of the frequency bins for transmission. The bandwidth of each frequency 
bin can be chosen so that it matches to the PR occupying that frequency band. Each 
PR is assumed to utilize the full bandwidth of the frequency bin for transmission. 
Therefore, frequency bins do not necessary have the same bandwidth and the PR 






Primary radio transmissions have priority over SR transmissions; hence, SRs 
may access the spectrum only if at least one unused frequency bin is available. 
However, to limit the interference on PR transmissions, a strict backoff policy is 
imposed on the SRs which must cease transmission upon detecting an incumbent PR 
transmission in the frequency bin. Figure 3.1 shows the OSA model with 4N = .  
At a given referenced time, we let ia  denote the observed PR activity in the ith 
frequency bin, i.e., 
1,  if bin  is in use,     




=a                                      (3.1) 
for 1,2,...i N= . The continuous random variable, 0,1,0,1T , denotes the time in which 
frequency bins 1 and 3 are unused while frequency bins 2 and 4 are being utilized by 
the PR. The opportunity time, is defined as the duration between the instances when 
an unused frequency bin is first available over the spectrum band to the instance when 
all frequency bins just become unavailable to the SR. This is denoted by τ  as shown 
in Fig. 3.1. Secondary access is denied when primary transmissions occupy all the 
frequency bins. This duration is referred to as the ‘black spaces’ and is indicated by 






















Extensive measurement performed by the Dutch Radio Regulatory Body [71] 
over twelve cities in the Netherlands showed that the PR activities can be 
approximately modeled by an exponential on/off process. Following this finding, the 
PR activity in each frequency bin is also modeled as an exponential on/off process, 
where the on state ( 1)i =a  corresponds to a PR is transmitting and the off state 
( 0)i =a  corresponds to the frequency bin is unused. Although the exponential on/off 
model may not fully describe the activities for all PR systems, as a start, we assume 
that such a distribution is sufficient since it is analytically manageable. The transition 
rate from the on state to the off state and vice versa for the ith frequency bin are on,iμ  
and off ,iμ , respectively. Each unique combination of PR activities, denoted by 
1 2( , ,... )Na a a , defines a state in the CTMC model. Hence, there are 2N independent and 
distinct states in the model for N frequency bins. 
We denote the sojourn time for the system to remain in the state 1 2( , ,... )Na a a  
by 
1 2, ,... N
Ta a a . We show in Appendix A that the random variable 1 2, ,... NTa a a  is 




f ta a a  given by: 
( ) ( )on , off ,
1 2
1
, ,... on, off ,
11




i i i i
ii
f t e μ μ μ μ⎡ ⎤+ −⎣ ⎦−
==
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
= + −∑∏ a aa a a a a ,   0.t ≥        (3.2) 
For example, the p.d.f. of 0,1,0,1T  is given by 0,1,0,10,1,0,1 0,1,0,1( )
tf t e μμ −=  for 0t ≥ , where 
0,1,0,1 on,2 on,4off,1 off,3μ μ μ μ μ= + + + . Since it is reasonable to assume that radio activities 
in all the frequency bins are independent to each other, the steady state probability of 
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Pa  denotes the steady-state probability for activity ia  of the ith  frequency bin. 
Note that on,1 iμ  and off ,1 iμ  respectively denote the mean sojourn time in the on state 
and off state of the ith frequency bin. Note that on,iμ  and off ,iμ  represent the transition 
rates of the ith frequency bin and they all have the unit of min-1.  
 
3.2 Derivations Using Lumped Irreducible Markov Chain Model 
 
Direct derivation of the distribution of the opportunity time using the above-
mentioned CTMC model would be very complex especially when N is large. To 
simplify the analysis, we developed a lumped irreducible Markov chain model. We 
derive the lumped state transition probabilities and sojourn time for this model and 
use the results in the subsequent sections to derive the p.d.f. of the opportunity time.  
We illustrate the derivation of the lumped Marko chain model using 2N =  as 
an example. Figure 3.2 shows the CTMC model, its equivalent irreducible Markov 
chain, and the lumped irreducible Markov chain [107] which lumped together those 
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In the CTMC model, the possible states are (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1). The 
transitions from (0,1) to (1,0) or vice versa are not taken into consideration since the 
probability that radio activities in two or more frequency bins changing concurrently 
is negligible. In the lumped irreducible Markov chain, the lumped states are denoted 
as { }0 (1,1)=A , { }1 (0,1), (1,0)=A  and { }2 (0,0)=A . The lumped state 1A  consists of 
two states denoted by 11 (0,1)a =A  and 12 (1,0)a =A , and these two states both represent 
only one unused frequency bin.  
In general, for N frequency bins, there are 1+N  unique lumped states, namely 
0 1, ,..., NA A A , compared to 2
N states in the irreducible Markov chain. The number of 
states in a general lumped state mA , ( )0 m N≤ ≤  is given by the binomial coefficient 
N
mC , and we denote the i
th state in mA  as mia
A , 1, 2,... Nmi C= . Transitions between any 
states in a lumped state are not considered.  
 





q → denote the one-step transition rate from i ma ∈A  to ( 1)j ma −∈ A  in the 
continuous-time Markov chain. The probability that the system makes a transition 
from the state i ma ∈A  to the state ( 1)j ma −∈ A  is denoted by i ja aP → , and it can be 
expressed as: 
,i j i j i kk ka a a a a ak i a
P q q→ → →≠ ∈= ∑ A .                                       (3.4) 
From the state transition probabilities of the irreducible Markov chain, we now 
derive an expression to evaluate the lumped transition probabilities, 
( 1)m m
P −→A A . Let 
ia






from (3.3). The weight, 
ia
w , is defined as the steady-state probability of the state mia
A  
normalized by the lumped steady-state probability, 
ii m
aa
π∈∑ A , i.e.  
i i ii m
a a aa
π π∈= ∑ Aw .                                                (3.5) 
For a general lumped state mA , where 0 m N≤ ≤ , the total outward lumped transition 
probability must sum to one. For the lumped states 0A  and NA , since there is only 
one possible outward transition to their respective adjacent lumped state, hence 
0 1
1P → =A A  and ( 1) 1N NP −→ =A A . In addition, for each state in mA  (i.e., mia A , 
1, 2,... Nmi C= ), any one of the m available frequency bins could become unavailable 
after the next transition, hence each state can possibly transit to m states in ( 1)m−A . In 
general, since the states mia
A  have different occurrence probability, 
( 1)m m
P −→A A  is 
computed as a summation of the state transition probabilities, ( 1)m m
i ja a
P −→A A , weighted by 
ia
w . Thus we have the following equations for the lumped transition probabilities:  
( 1) ( 1),m m i i ji m j m a a aa a
P P− −→ →∈ ∈=∑A A A A w ,                                  (3.6) 
and                                         
 ( 1) ( 1)
1
m m m m
P P+ −→ →+ =A A A A .                                           (3.7) 
In (3.6), we perform a weighted sum based on the steady state probability of the 
individual states (in the lumped state) so as to ensure the steady state behavior of the 
lumped Markov chain remains identical to the irreducible Markov chain [107].   
In particular, when the primary on/off statistics is identical for all the 
frequency bins, on, oniμ μ=  and off, offiμ μ=  for 1,2,..i N= . The lumped transition 
probability can be simplified to:  
( )
( 1) off off onm m






3.2.2 Sojourn Time  
 
 
Next, we present how the p.d.f. of the sojourn time for each lumped state can 
be derived. Since 0A  and NA  comprises of only one state, their sojourn times denoted 
respectively by the random variables 0T  1,1, ,1( )T= "  and NT  0,0, ,0( )T= " , are 
exponentially distributed and can be obtained from (3.2). For mA , where 
1 ( 1)m N≤ ≤ − , there are altogether NmC  states (with different occurrence probability in 
general) which contribute to the lumped sojourn time. Therefore, the random variable 
mT , which denotes the lumped sojourn time for mA , is a mixture of the sojourn time 
from each state and takes the form of a hyper-exponential distribution. The p.d.f. of 
mT  can be expressed as: 
               ( ) ( ) ,  0mii m im aa af f t t∈ ≥∑= AAT w .                                    (3.9) 
where 1
ii m aa ∈ =∑ A w  are real coefficients and is obtained from (3.5), ( )miaf tA  is the 
p.d.f. of the sojourn time of the ith state in mA  and can be obtained from (3.2) directly.  
When the primary on/off statistics in each frequency bin is identical, we can 
deduce that the sojourn time is identically distributed for each state within a lumped 
state, and is given in (3.2). Furthermore, it can also be deduced that 
ia
w  are equal for 
i ma ∈A . Therefore, mT  is exponentially distributed and its p.d.f. can be derived from 
(3.2) directly. For example, when 2=N , on 2μ =  and off 5μ = , ( )1f T  is given as 








Example: To evaluate ( )1f T  and lumped transition probabilities for 2=N . 
We let 2=N  and assume that on,1 10 / 3μ = , off ,1 2.5μ = , on,2 2μ =  and 
off ,2 5μ = . Assuming 11 (0,1)a =A  and using (3.3), the steady-state probability is 
computed as 1
1
on,1 on,1 on,2off ,2 off ,1 off ,2[( )( )] 0.408aπ μ μ μ μ μ μ= + + =A . Similarly, the 
steady-state probability of 12 (1,0)a =A  is 1
2
0.122aπ =A . The weight of each state can 
be computed using (3.5) and are given as 1
1
0.769a =Aw  and 12 0.231a =Aw . For 2=N , 
( )1f T  is expressed as ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2
1 a a a a
f t f tf += A A A AT w w . In this case, we obtain: 
( ) 1 14.5 8.331 13.461 1.923 ,  0f e e− −+ ≥= T TT T .                       (3.10) 
With reference to Fig. 3.2 and from (3.4), we obtain 
01
1 1
on,2off ,1 off ,1( )a aP μ μ μ→ = +AA , 012 1 on,1off ,2 off ,2( )a aP μ μ μ→ = +AA . Using (3.6), we 
therefore obtain 
1 0
0.566P → =A A  and 1 2 0.434P → =A A . Note that in this example, each 
state in 1A  only transits to only one state in 0A  or 2A .                                         
 
3.3 Deriving the P.D.F. of the Opportunity Time 
 
In this section, we present the procedure to derive the p.d.f. of the opportunity 
time. The opportunity time τ  is defined as the continuous time elapsed when the 
system just transits out from 0A  to the time it first returns back to 0A . We shall refer 
the sequence of states visited during this time interval as a path. As theoretically there 
are infinite possible paths and each path has an associated occurrence probability, τ  






sojourn time by first using 2=N  and 3=N  as examples before generalizing the 
procedure to N frequency bins.  
 
3.3.1 Deriving the Expression for τ  
 
 
Consider 2=N  where there are a total of three lumped states in the lumped 
irreducible Markov chain as shown in Figure 3.3.  
1 pair of adjacent loops
A0 A1 A(N-1) AN….A2
N-1 pairs of adjacent loops




















Fig. 3.3 Markov chain representation for general N. 
 
The path 0 1 0→ →A A A  represents the system starts at 0A , transits to 1A  and 
then returns to 0A . This path occurs with a probability given by 0 1 1 0P P→ →A A A A , and the 
associated opportunity time is the sojourn time of 1A  which is denoted by the random 
variable 1T . Multiple visits between two adjacent lumped states constitute to loops in 
the path. For example, when the system transits from 1A  to 2A  and then back to 1A , 
one complete loop occurs between 1A  and 2A . However, for each possible path, the 
loop between the lumped states 0A  and 1A  can only be performed once. This is 
because by definition, the opportunity time for that path terminates when the system 
first returns to 0A .  
Many loops can be performed between two adjacent lumped states if the two 






between 1A and 2A . When 1 1l = , the path 0 1 2 1 0→ → → →A A A A A  is obtained. The 
occurrence probability of this path is 
0 1 1 2 2 1 1 0
P P P P→ → → →A A A A A A A A  and the opportunity 
time is given by the random variable (0) (0) (1)1 2 1+ +T T T , where the superscript 1
( )l  is to 
denote the sojourn time when 1A  is revisited for the 1l
th time. For all 1l , the random 
variables 1( )1
lT  are independent and identically distributed. Similarly when 1 2l = , two 
loops are performed between 1A  and 2A , the path 0 1 2→ → →A A A  1 2 1 0→ → →A A A A  
is obtained with the opportunity time given by the random variable 
(0) (0) (1) (1) (2)
1 2 1 2 1+ + + +T T T T T . In general, the opportunity time increases by ( )1 2+T T  
for each additional loop performed between 1A  and 2A ; however, the occurrence 
probability decreases by the factor ( )1 2 2 1P P→ →A A A A .  
From the illustration above, the occurrence probability of a given path can be 
evaluated from the product of the transition probabilities of the respective states 
visited in the path. Hence for 2=N  and evaluating over all possible paths, τ  is 
expressed as a summation of the random variables 1T  and 2T : 
( ) ( ) ( )1 11 1 20 1 1 0 1 2 2 1
1 1 2
1
( ) ( )
1 2
0 0 0
l ll r r
l r r
P P P Pτ
−∞
→ → → →
= = =
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= × +⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑ ∑ ∑A A A A A A A A T T ,             (3.11) 
where the summation over 1l  represents 1l  loops are performed between 1A  and 2A  
before returning to 0A . Note that the summation over 1r  is from zero to 1l , while the 
summation over 2r  is from zero to 1 1l − . This is because the state 1A  is visited 1 1l +  
times, hence the random variable 1T  is summed 1 1l +  times.   
For 2=N , multiple loops can exist only between the pair of adjacent states 1A  
and 2A . Consider the case where 3=N . In this case, loops can exist between 1A  and 






adjacent lumped states in the lumped Markov chain, there exist different paths which 
will statistically give the same opportunity time. For example, for 3=N , let 1l  and 2l  
denote the number of loops performed between 1A  and 2A  and between 2A  and 3A , 
respectively. For 1 2l =  and 2 1l = , there are two possible paths given by 
0 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 0→ → → → → → → →A A A A A A A A A  and 0 1 2 3 2 1→ → → → → →A A A A A A  
2 1 0→ →A A A . These two paths have identical number of visits to the same states and 
differ only in the order in which the states are visited. The occurrence probabilities for 
these two paths are identical and are both given by 
0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
P P P P→ → → → ×A A A A A A A A  
2 3 3 2 2 1 1 0
P P P P→ → → →A A A A A A A A . Similarly, the random variable for the two conditional (on 
1 2l =  and 2 1l = ) opportunity times are both given by (0) (0) (1) (1)1 2 1 2+ + ++T T T T  
(0) (2) (2)
3 2 1+ +T T T .  
By definition, the loop between 0A  and 1A  can only be performed once. 
There is therefore only one possible path to complete the required number of loops 
between the adjacent pairs of lumped states 0A  and 1A , 1A  and 2A . However in 
general, if ml  and ( 1)ml +  are the desired number of loops to be performed between the 
two pairs of adjacent lumped states mA  and ( 1)m+A , ( 1)m+A  and ( 2)m+A , 
1 ( 2)m N≤ ≤ − , respectively, the number of different paths such that mA  is visited 
( 1)ml +  times, ( 1)m+A  is visited ( 1)( )m ml l ++  times and ( 2)m+A  is visited ( 1)ml +  times is 






+ − . The detailed derivation of this expression is presented in 
Appendix B. Hence for 3=N  and evaluating the number of possible arrangements 
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       (3.12) 




+ − =  for all values of 2 0l ≠  and 1 2 21l l l+ − < .  Hence the terms in (3.12) are 
automatically reduced to zero and this ensures the loop 0 1 0→ →A A A  must be 
performed at least once in order to perform non-zero number of 2 3 2→ →A A A  loops, 
i.e. if 2 0l > , then 1 0l ≠ .  
  In general, for N frequency bins, the random variable τ  is obtained by 
evaluating the opportunity time for each path over all possible paths. With reference 
to Fig. 3.3, since there are ( 1)N −  pairs of adjacent loops, there are ( 1)N −  
summation terms. In addition, as each lumped state mA , (1 m N≤ ≤ ),  can 
theoretically be visited infinite times, hence there are N summation terms ( 1r  to Nr ) 
corresponding to the random variables representing the respective state sojourn times. 
In general for N frequency bins, τ  can be expressed as: 
( ){ ( ){11 2 2 1 21 20 1 1 0 2 2 3 3 2
1 2
0 1
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ml  ( )1 m N≤ ≤  can only be non-zero provided that all the previous loops are 
performed at least once. We note that (3.13) can be simplified by taking the moment 
generating function (MGF) of the p.d.f. of the random variables, 1 2, ,... NT T T . We 
demonstrate the approach for the case when the primary on/off activities are 
statistically identical and also when they are statistically non-identical.  
 
3.3.2 Statistically Identical Primary On/Off Activity 
 
In general, the exponential distribution expressed as ( ) ,  0xf x e xλλ −= ≥ , has 
expectation given by 1 λ  and the corresponding MGF is given as ( ),  s sλ λ λ− < . 
For the case where the primary on/off statistics is identical in all the N frequency bins, 
the MGF of (3.13) is:    
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∑
             (3.14) 
where 
1
on off1 ( )m N m mλ μ μ −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= − +  denote the expectation of mT .  
 
Example:  To evaluate ( )f τ  for 2N =  (identical on/off statistics).  
From (3.11), since the random variables 1( )1
rT  and 2( 1)2
r −T  are independent to 
each other, the MGF is given as:  
( ) 1













→ → → →=
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠− −






where ( )sτG  denotes the MGF of τ . 1on1 off1 ( )λ μ μ −= +  and 12 off1 (2 )λ μ −=  denote 
the expectation of the random variables 1T  and 2T , respectively. Eq. (3.15) is a 
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∞
→ → → →=
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→
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
= − − −
−= − + +




             (3.16)  
We have used (3.7) to simplify the transition probabilities in (3.16). Since (3.16) is a 
real and proper rational function in s, by the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra [108], 
it can be shown that (3.16) can be expressed in terms of partial fractions. After some 
algebraic simplification, the discriminant of the quadratic polynomial in the 
denominator is given by 
1 0 1 0 1 0
2
1 24 (1 ) [ (1 2 )]P P Pλ λ→ → →× − + + −A A A A A AD = . Since D  is 
positive for real values of 1λ  and 2λ , ( )sτG  can be expressed as a partial fraction with 
two linear distinct real roots, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2s c s c sτ β β≡ + + +G .                                  (3.17) 
Eq. (3.17) shows that the p.d.f. of τ  should take the form of a hyper-exponential 
distribution with two exponential terms. The exponent of the individual terms are 
respectively given by on1 off = 0.5( 3 )β μ μ θ− + +  and on2 off= 0.5( 3 )β μ μ θ− + − . In 
addition, 
1
1 1( )( ) sc s s βτ β =−= +G , 22 2( )( ) sc s s βτ β =−= +G  and 
2 2
on off( 3 )θ μ μ= + −  
1 0 onoff off
8 ( )P μ μ μ→ +A A . By taking the inverse transform of (3.16), the general p.d.f. of 
τ  for 2N =  is:  
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1on onoff off off1 0
2onoff off
0.5 2





τ μ μ θ μ μ μ
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→ ⎧⎡ ⎤⎨⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩
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= + + −
+ − − ≥
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In general, the MGF for larger values of N contain many terms. Nevertheless, 
it can be simplified by using the identity (Proof is presented in Appendix C): 
( )1
0
1 .ji j ii
i
C ζ ζ∞ −+ −
=
= −∑                                         (3.19) 
where 0 1ζ< < . Using (3.19) and starting with the summation over 1Nl − , the 
summation terms in (3.14) can be recursively simplified. Note the summation over 1l  
represents a convergent infinite geometric progression and (3.14) can therefore be 
simplified into a real and proper polynomial in terms of s. We illustrate the 
simplification with an example using 4N =  where the details given in Appendix D.  
 
Example: To evaluate ( )f τ  for 4N =  (identical on/off statistics) using (3.19). 
From (3.14) and (3.19), and after some algebraic simplification, the random 
variable ( )sτG  for 4N =  is given by 
( ) ( ) ( )0 2 3 1 2 3 1 31 1s X X X X X X X Xτ = − − − − − +G ,                   (3.20) 
where 1on1 off1 ( 3 )λ μ μ −= + , 1on2 off1 (2 2 )λ μ μ −= + , 1on3 off1 (3 )λ μ μ −= +   and 
1
4 off1 (4 )λ μ −=  are the expectation of the random variables 1 2 3 4,  ,   and T T T T , 
respectively. In addition, ( )0 1 1 00 1 1X P P sλ λ→ →= −A A A A , 
( )( )1 2 2 11 2 1 2 1X P P s sλ λ λ λ→ → ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − −A A A A , ( )( )2 3 3 22 2 3 2 3X P P s sλ λ λ λ→ → ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − −A A A A , 
( )( )3 4 4 33 3 4 3 4X P P s sλ λ λ λ→ → ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − −A A A A .  
Substituting on 2μ =  and off 5μ = , we obtain  
27.9 20.2 11.6 2.3- -0.26 1.09 1.89 1.78 ,  0.( )f e e e eτ τ τ ττ τ− −+ ≥= + +              (3.21)                       








3.3.3 Statistically Non-Identical Primary On/Off Activity 
 
For this case, we can also write down  ( )sτG  for N frequency bins. The 
expression is in terms of the MGF of the distribution of the sojourn times for the 
states in the lumped irreducible Markov chain. This is given as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
1
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T T
           (3.22) 
where ( )m sT  denotes the MGF of the p.d.f. of mT . When N is large, performing direct 
inverse transform on (3.22) may be computationally intensive. By applying (3.19) 
recursively through a computer program and subsequently expressing the resultant 
polynomial (in s) into partial fractions, the exact p.d.f. can be easily obtained by 
performing an inverse transform on the partial fractions as shown in (3.17).  
 
Example: To evaluate ( )f τ  using 3N =  (non-identical on/off statistics).  
From (3.12) and taking its MGF, we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
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           (3.23) 
where ( )m sT  denotes the MGF of the p.d.f. of the random variable mT . If we denote 
0,0,11 λ , 0,1,01 λ , 1,0,01 λ , 0,1,11 λ , 1,0,11 λ , 1,1,01 λ  and 0,0,01 λ  as the expectation of the 
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λ λ λ= + +− − −A A AT w w w , ( )3 0,0,0 0,0,0( )s sλ λ= −T . 
Note that we have used (3.19) to obtain the expression in (3.23). Substituting the 
values on,1 2.5μ = , off ,1 10 / 3μ = , on,2 2μ = , off ,2 5μ = , on,3 20 /11μ =  and off ,3 20 / 3μ = , 
the p.d.f. for τ  is expressed as  
( ) -20.68 -13.64 -12.58 -11.1 -10.29
-8.23 -2.44           
0.56 0.06 1.46 0.096 0.16
0.01 2.01 , 0.
f e e e e e
e e




= + + + +
+ + ≥          (3.24) 
The expectation and variance are 0.35 and 0.16, respectively.                                    
                       
Note that there are seven exponential terms in (3.24) and this can be explained 
as follows. For N frequency bins with pair-wise distinct on/off PR activity, excluding 
the state denoted by 0A , the system can be modeled by (2
N−1)  states. The p.d.f. of τ  
therefore has (2N−1) exponential terms. However, given all the possible paths and 
transition probabilities, ( )f τ  is a mixture of the sojourn time of each state. 
 
3.4 Simulations and Results 
 
A simulation program using MATLAB was performed to verify the 
correctness of the derived theoretical p.d.f. We would like to emphasize that the 
simulation was developed and performed separately from the theoretical p.d.f. The 
simulation is developed based on the on/off statistics of each frequency bin. We 
generate five hundred thousand PR activities for each frequency bin with on/off 
duration following independent exponential distributions. We then checked through 






available white spaces defined in Fig. 3.1. The time elapsed when a white space just 
becomes available to when it becomes unavailable again constitutes a sample of τ . 
Many values of τ  are collected and the simulated p.d.f. can be easily obtained from 
the simulation data. Similarly, the simulated p.d.f. for the ‘black spaces’ can be 
obtained as well. 
 
3.4.1 Verification of Analytical Results 
 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the semi-log plot for the p.d.f. of 1T  with different on/off 
rates when 2=N . In the first case, we plot the p.d.f. for the values on,1 10 / 3μ = , 
off ,1 2.5μ = , on,2 2μ =  and off ,2 5μ = . In the second case, only the off rate for 
frequency bin 1 is decreased to 1.25  while the other rates remain unchanged. From 
Fig. 3.4, the theoretical p.d.f. and the simulated p.d.f. tallies very well except at its 
lower tail due to insufficient samples of τ are collected from the simulation. For the 
second case, the probability that 1T  has a value lesser than 0.25min is lower but the 
probability that 1T  has a value larger than 0.25min is higher when compared to the 
first case. This is because statistically frequency bin 1 has more radio activity when 
off ,1μ  is larger (case 1), hence in the second case, a SR tends to have a higher 
probability of detecting a longer duration of white space for that frequency bin. This 
can also be seen from (3.2) that the statistics for the sojourn time of  12 (1,0)a =A  
remains unchanged, and the mean sojourn time for the state 11 (0,1)a =A  is statistically 






























Fig. 3.4 p.d.f. of ( )1f T  for N=2 with different on/off activities. 
 
In Figure 3.5, we plot the p.d.f. of τ  for 3N =  and 4N =  with identical 
on/off statistics. For these results, the parameters are on 2μ =  and off 5μ = .  The 
theoretical p.d.f. of  τ  for 4N =  is given in (3.21). In addition, we also plot the p.d.f. 
of τ  for 2N =  and 3N =  with non-identical on/off statistics. For non-identical 
on/off statistics and 2N = , the evaluation parameters are on,1 2.5μ = , off ,1 10 / 3μ = , 
on,2 2μ = and off ,2 5μ = . We retain these values and add an additional frequency bin 
with activity factors given by on,3 20 / 3μ =  and off ,3 20 /11μ =  in the case with 3N =  . 
From these results, it is observed that all things being equal, in general, having an 
additional frequency bin increases the probability of having a longer access 




























N=3, on = 2/min, off = 5/min
N=4, on = 2/min, off = 5/min
N=3, non-identical statistics
N=2, non-identical statistics
on,1 =2.5/min, off,1 = 3.33/min
on,2 = 2/min, off,2 = 5/min
on,3 = 6.67/min, off,3 = 1.82/min
on,1 =2.5/min, off,1 = 3.33/min
on,2 = 2/min, off,2 = 5/min
 
 
Fig. 3.5  p.d.f. of τ  for N=3 and N=4 (identical on/off statistics); and for N=2 and 
N=3 (non-identical on/off statistics). 
 
Figure 3.6 shows the theoretical cumulative density function (c.d.f.) of τ  and 
also for the duration of ‘black space’ (i.e., no available frequency bin for SR 
transmission) when the primary on/off activities are identical for 2=N . The c.d.f. of 
the duration of ‘black space’ can be derived from (3.2) by substituting ia 1= , i∀ . We 
compare the c.d.f. of τ  for the sets of values given by (a) on 2μ =  and off 2.5μ = , (b) 
on 2μ =  and off 5 / 3μ = , (c) on 10 / 3μ =  and off 2.5μ = , (d) on 10 / 3μ = , off 5 / 3μ = . 
Comparing between (a) and (c), and between (a) and (b), we can observe that the 
change in onμ  has statistically lesser impact on the duration of τ  compared to the 
change in offμ , i.e. a statistically longer opportunity time can be achieved by reducing 
offμ  than by increasing onμ . However, changing onμ  has a greater impact on the 
statistics of 1,1T , i.e. the duration of black space. When onμ  is increased, the duration 
of the ‘black space’ is statistically shorter. A similar observation can be derived when 












































Fig. 3.6  C.D.F of τ for different values of onμ  and offμ  for 2N = . 
 
In addition, for a given cumulative probability α , the threshold duration, ατ , 
can be determined from the c.d.f. of τ . The physical meaning of ατ  can be 
interpreted as follow. If there is only one secondary request and its service time is less 
than or equals to ατ , and supposing the system is able to sense the beginning of white 
spaces (in practice this is limited by the channel sensing rate), the probability that a 
secondary request will be successfully served without being forced to drop is 
guaranteed to be better than 1-α . For example, if 0.6α = , we obtain 1ατ = min for 
d). In this case, the probability in which a secondary request can be completely served 
without being forced to drop (due no available frequency bin), is less than 0.4 if its 
service time is less than 1 min. 
 
3.4.2 Statistical Fitting with Simulated Results 
 
 
From (3.21), the theoretical p.d.f. has four terms. Alternatively, we perform 






four terms. The fitting is performed using a commercial software package, 
TOMLAB™. The estimated p.d.f. is 
( ) 24.05 19.33 10.31 2.290.223 0.97 1.82 1.77 ,  0.f e e e eτ τ τ ττ τ− − − −= + + + ≥                 (3.28) 
The mean squared error (MSE) between the theoretical p.d.f. and fitted p.d.f. is about 
0.0022 . Similarly, we perform similar curve fitting using a hyper-exponential 
function with seven terms on the simulated data for the p.d.f. given in (3.26). The 
distribution of the statistical fit is given as:  
( ) 22.92 14.01 12.85 11.37
10.12 8.2 2.44
0.58 0.09 1.43 0.088
           0.163 0.011 2.03 ,  0.
f e e e e
e e e




− − − −
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(3.29)  
The simulated, fitted and theoretical p.d.f. are plotted in semi-log scale and is shown 
in Figure 3.7. The MSE between the fitted and the theoretical p.d.f. is about 0.002. 
  



























Fig. 3.7 Simulated, statistically fitted and analytical p.d.f. of τ , 3=N . 
 
Comparing (3.29) with (3.26), and (3.28) with (3.21), the statistical fit to 
simulated data gives a good approximation to the theoretical expression. Hence, we 
can obtain a good approximation to the theoretical expression by performing a 






3.4.3 Extension to More Frequency Bins 
 
 From the theoretical p.d.f., we note that some of the terms have less significant 
effect on the overall distribution. For example, in (3.26), the terms -13.640.06e τ ,  
-8.230.01e τ  have relatively much smaller impact on the p.d.f.  This makes us speculate 
that perhaps we can best fit the p.d.f. by only a few exponential terms and achieve 
reasonably good approximation to the theoretical expression. We perform curve 
fitting to simulated data for various values of N, using a hyper-exponential 
distribution with two to five terms and compare the MSE between the simulated p.d.f. 
and statistically fitted p.d.f. The results are tabulated in Table 3.1. For statistically 
non-identical on/off activities, the mean on/off rates in the frequency bins are chosen 
from 10 to 0.91. For statistically identical on/off activities, the values on 2μ =  and 
off 5μ =  are used.  
From the results, it is evident that a hyper-exponential distribution with two 
terms is an inadequate fit as the MSE is too large. With three or more exponent terms, 
a closer fit is obtained. Since the difference in the MSE when three or more terms are 
used is small, this suggests that for practical purposes, a hyper-exponential 
distribution with three exponent terms gives sufficiently good approximation to the 
theoretical p.d.f. Both Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 further confirm this. Fig. 3.8 shows 
the curve fitting using two to four exponent terms for 9N =  in which frequency bins 
have statistically non-identical radio activities. Fig. 3.9 shows the case for 6N =  









TABLE 3.1  COMPARISON OF MSE FOR VARIOUS N . 
 Non-identical Statistics Identical Statistics 
N 2 terms 3 terms  4 terms 5 terms 2 terms 3 terms 4 terms  5 terms 
3 0.021 0.0043 0.0032 0.0027 0.024 0.0023 0.0023 0.0023 
4 0.033 0.0054 0.0047 0.0040 0.031 0.0025 0.0022 0.0022 
5 0.035 0.0050 0.0039 0.0030 0.033 0.0034 0.0029 0.0027 
6 0.034 0.0044 0.0038 0.0035 0.036 0.0033 0.0030 0.0029 
7 0.042 0.0034 0.0027 0.0022 0.037 0.0039 0.0030 0.0028 
8 0.037 0.0032 0.0025 0.0025 0.033 0.0036 0.0028 0.0026 
9 0.044 0.0040 0.0038 0.0038 0.043 0.0040 0.0034 0.0033 
10 0.042 0.0036 0.0035 0.0035 0.040 0.0042 0.0035 0.0035 
 
 























Fitted pdf, 2 terms
Fitted pdf, 3 terms
Fitted pdf, 4 terms
N = 9, Non-identical On/Off  Statistics
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Fitted pdf, 4 terms
N = 6
On = 2/min, Off = 5/min
 





In this chapter, we presented the analytical platform to derive the theoretical 
distribution of the opportunity time as well as the duration of the ‘black spaces’ for a 
SR system spanning N frequency bins. Between any two frequency bins, the PR 
activities are assumed to be independent, and the activities in each frequency bin 
follow an exponential on/off process. Using a lump irreducible Markov chain, we 
modeled and analyzed the cases when the PR on/off activities in the frequency bins 
are statistically non-identical and also when they are identical. The analytical 
approach (which can be performed systematically with a computer) to obtain the 
theoretical p.d.f. of the opportunity time is presented. The theoretical p.d.f for the 
‘black spaces’ for N frequency bins is also derived.  
The results show the p.d.f. of the opportunity time follows a hyper-exponential 
distribution with (2 1)N −  terms when the PR on/off activities in the frequency bins 






In practice, especially if N is large, having many terms in the expression may be 
cumbersome. We showed using simulated data and statistical distribution fitting with 
commercial software that for the range of parameters evaluated, a hyper-exponential 
distribution with three exponential terms may be sufficient to approximate the 
theoretical p.d.f. reasonably well. The opportunity time in this research gives a 
measure of the continuous SR transmission time (where the SR transmission is not 
forcibly terminated by onset of PR transmission in all the channels). The duration of 
the ‘black spaces’ gives a measure of the duration in which SR transmissions are not 










In the future, spectrum utilization efficiency can also be improved through the 
use of reconfigurable technology. By leveraging on the different system requirements, 
higher trunking efficiency is achievable through appropriately designed spectrum 
admission control (SAC) policies. This leads to higher overall spectrum utilization 
efficiency compared to the aggregated performances of the standalone systems. In this 
chapter, we study the virtual spectrum partitioning model depicted in Fig. 1.6. In the 
multi-radio network, individual proprietary radio systems generally have different 
system parameters, such as service bandwidth and GoS guarantees for example. 
Some related works in the literature can be found in [85, 86, 88 and 109]. In 
most of these works, the enhancement in service capacity is evaluated through 
computer simulations. In addition, the incurred tradeoffs, i.e. performance of vertical 
handoffs when a service request accesses resources owned by another radio system, 
has not been quantified. In this work, we develop analytical platforms to compute the 
service capacity and the incurred tradeoffs concurrently. We also develop appropriate 
SAC policies to further enhance the service capacity of the multi-radio network. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we discuss the system 
model and in Section 4.2, we present a novel four-dimensional Markov chain model 
based on the FCFS admission policy. In Section 4.3, we discuss the computer 
simulation setup, and present results for the FCFS policy in Section 4.4. We present 
and analyze the performance given by the RES and RD policies in Section 4.5 and 
Section 4.6, respectively. The comparisons of the performance of the three policies 






4.1 System Model and Assumptions 
 
 
Our system model assumes a service provider owns two separate radio 
systems, namely, RA and RB, which adopt the same RAT but provide different 
services to the same geographical area. By default, RA provides Type 1 service and RB 
provides Type 2 service. For ease of analysis, we assume the two radio systems have 
the same wireless coverage and together form a multi-radio network through an 
additional reconfigurable layer in their protocol stack. Spectrum admissions are 
performed between RA and RB via the common link. The functionality of the system 
model is explicitly described in Section 1.3 and also illustrated in Fig. 1.6.  
We assume that users will first attempt to access its default radio system. 
Service requests are vertically handed off and the devices are required to be 
dynamically reconfigured only when the default radio system is unable to support the 
new user. In this case, a Type 1 service is reconfigured to transmit using the resources 
owned of RB, and vice versa. To avoid performing more vertical handoffs and device 
reconfiguration the vertically handoff service is served using the resources from the 
cooperating radio system for the entire duration of its transmission. We further 
assume there is negligible delay when a vertical handoff is performed. When a request 
is unable to be served by both systems, a blocked service for that service type occurs 
and we assume that all blocked services are cleared immediately. The blocked service 
probability gives an indication of the GoS for that service type. 
For ease of comparison and analysis, we assume RA and RB can be normalized 
into having AN  and BN  units of spectrum resources, respectively. AU  and BU  
denote the units of bandwidth required for a Type 1 and Type 2 service, respectively, 






service require identical units of bandwidth when served by either of the radio 
systems. The arrival of Type 1 and Type 2 service requests are assumed to follow a 
Poisson process with mean rates 1λ  and 2λ  respectively. Their service times are 
assumed to follow a negative exponential distribution with mean rates 11 μ and 21 μ , 
respectively. The Poisson arrival and negative exponentially distributed traffic models 
may not fully describe the traffic patterns of some radio systems; however, as a start, 
we assume that such a distribution is sufficient since it is analytically manageable. 
 
4.2 Markov Chain Model for FCFS Policy 
 
In this section, we present the modeling of a simple FCFS SAC policy using a 
Markov chain. The possible states of occupancy for the multi-radio network can be 
modeled using a four-dimensional Markov chain. The states are denoted as 
( , , , )w x y z , where w represents the number of Type 2 vertical handoff services in RA; 
x represents the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services in RB. y represents the 
number of Type 2 services in RB; z represents the number of Type 1 services in RA. 
Therefore, the state (1,2,3,4)  represents one Type 2 vertical handoff service and four 
Type 1 services in RA, two Type 1 vertical handoff services and three Type 2 services 
in RB.  
For this policy, we let max B By N U= , max A Az N U= , max B Ax N U⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦=  
and max BAw N U⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= . The notation χ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  denotes the largest integer value less than or 
equals to χ . As an example, Figure 4.1 shows the Markov chain model for  the FCFS 
policy with 3,  1,  4,  2B BA AN U N U= = = = , 0w = , max 4x = , max 2y =  and 
































































Fig. 4.1 Markov chain model for FCFS policy. max max max0,  4,  2,  3w x y z= = = = . 
 
At the arrival of a new Type 1 service request, if the system state is at max(0, , , )x y z  
and a handoff to RB is possible i.e. ( 1) B BAx U yU N+ + ≤ , a vertical handoff is 
performed and the system transits to max(0, 1, , )x y z+ . However, if there is a new 
Type 1 or Type 2 service request and the system is currently at max max(0,0, , )y z , the 
respective request will be blocked.  
At each state transition, we assume only one service may be admitted or 
terminated and the state transitions are governed by the transition equations as follow:  
 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 services being served by RA, i.e. 







• Increase in the number of Type 2 services being served by RB, i.e. 
(0,0, , ) (0,0, 1, )y z y z→ +  with rate 2λ  for max0 1y y≤ ≤ −  and max0 z z≤ ≤ .        (4.2) 
 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
max max(0, , , ) (0, 1, , )x y z x y z→ +  with rate 1λ  for maxz z=  and 
( 1) B BAx U yU N+ + ≤ .                                                                                             (4.3) 
 
• Increase in the number of Type 2 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
max max( ,0, , ) ( 1,0, , )w y z w y z→ +  with rate 2λ  for maxy y=  and 
( 1) B A Aw U zU N+ + ≤ .                                                                                             (4.4) 
 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , 1, , )w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 1λ  for ( 1) BA Az U wU N+ + >   and 
( 1) B BAx U yU N+ + ≤ .                                                                                             (4.5) 
 
• Increase in the number of Type 2 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
( , , , ) ( 1, , , )w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 2λ  for ( 1) B BAxU y U N+ + >  and 
( 1) B A Aw U zU N+ + ≤ .                                                                                             (4.6) 
 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 services being served by RA, i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , , 1)w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 1λ  for ( 1) BA Az U wU N+ + ≤  and 
B BAxU yU N+ ≤ .                                                                                                    (4.7) 
 
• Increase in the number of Type 2 services being served by RB i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , 1, )w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 2λ  for ( 1) B BAy U xU N+ + ≤   and 






• Decrease in the number of Type 1 services being served by RA, i.e. 
(0,0, , ) (0,0, , 1)y z y z→ −  with rate 1zμ  for max1 z z≤ ≤  and max0 y y≤ ≤ .           (4.9) 
 
• Decrease in the number of Type 2 services being served by RB, i.e. 
(0,0, , ) (0,0, 1, )y z y z→ −  with rate 2yμ  for max1 y y≤ ≤  and max0 z z≤ ≤ .         (4.10) 
 
• Decrease in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services i.e. 
(0, , , ) (0, 1, , )x y z x y z→ −  with rate 1xμ  for max0 z z≤ ≤ , B BAxU yU N+ ≤  and 1x ≥ .  
(4.11) 
• Decrease in the number of Type 2 vertical handoff services i.e. 
( ,0, , ) ( 1,0, , )w y z w y z→ −  with rate 2wμ  for max0 y y≤ ≤ , ( 1) B A Aw U zU N+ + ≤   
and 1w ≥ .                                                                                                                (4.12) 
 
• Decrease in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , 1, , )w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate  1xμ  for BA AzU wU N+ ≤  , B BAxU yU N+ ≤  
and 1x ≥ .                                                                                                                (4.13) 
 
• Decrease in the number of Type 2 vertical handoff services i.e. 
( , , , ) ( 1, , , )w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 2wμ  for B BAxU yU N+ ≤ , B A AwU zU N+ ≤  
and 1w ≥ .                                                                                                                (4.14) 
 
 
• Decrease in the number of Type 1 services being served by RA i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , , 1)w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 1zμ  for BA AzU wU N+ ≤ , B BAxU yU N+ ≤  







• Decrease in the number of Type 2 services being served by RB i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , 1, )w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 2yμ  for B BAyU xU N+ ≤ , BA AzU wU N+ ≤  
and 1y ≥ .                                                                                                                (4.16) 
 
Finally, for the normalization of the state probabilities: 
max max max max
0 0 0 0
( , , , ) 1
w x y z
h i j k
P h i j k= = = =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ = ,                                  (4.17) 
such that B BAjU iU N+ ≤  and BA AkU hU N+ ≤ . Expressing the above transition 
equations in a matrix, we can easily solve for the steady-state probabilities.  
A blocked Type 1 service occurs under the condition that the admission of the 
new service request causes the total traffic to exceed the capacity of RA and RB. The 
Type 1 blocked service probability is given as: 
   ( )( ) ( )( ){ }1 11 1 |B B BA A AblockP P wU z U N yU x U N λ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= + + > ∩ + + > .      (4.18)  
Similarly, the Type 2 blocked service probability is given as: 
( )( ) ( )( ){ }2 21 1 |B B BA A AblockP P zU w U N xU y U N λ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= + + > ∩ + + > .      (4.19) 
The admission of Type 1 vertical handoff service is possible under the condition that 
the new service request causes the total traffic to exceed the given capacity of RA but 
not that of RB. The Type 1 vertical handoff probability is given as: 
( ) ( ){ }1 1( 1) ( 1) |B B BA A AVHOP P wU z U N yU x U N λ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= + + > ∩ + + ≤ .      (4.20) 
Similarly, the Type 2 vertical handoff probability is given as: 
( )( ) ( )( ){ }2 21 1 |B B BA A AVHOP P xU y U N zU w U N λ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= + + > ∩ + + ≤ .      (4.21) 
In the FCFS scheme, the offered capacity for each service type under a given 
initial load is given by the maximum arrival rate such that the GoS requirements of 






1 1 2 2 1 2min , ,  ,{ }i i iblock b block bC P p P p iλ λ= < < = .                    (4.22) 
The notation 1 11 P pblock bλ <  denotes the arrival rate of Type 1 service conditioned on 
the blocked Type 1 service probability being satisfied.  
 
4.3 Simulation Setup 
 
A simulation program using MATLAB was developed to validate the 
analytical results. We generated ten thousand service requests for each service type. 
Each service request follows a Poisson arrival process and has exponentially 
distributed service times. In the simulation program, separate counters are used to 
record the number of blocked requests and vertical handoffs for each service type. 
The appropriate counter is incremented when a service is blocked or when a service 
vertical handoff is performed. The blocked service and vertical handoff probabilities 
for that particular service type can therefore be obtained. Identical parameters for the 
traffic demands are used for the simulation as well as the mathematical analysis, and 
the simulated and analytical results are plotted together. The graphs show the 
correctness of both the analysis and the developed Markov chain model.  
 
4.4 Results for FCFS Policy 
 
We evaluate the service capacity for the multi-radio network under a FCFS 
SAC policy and compare it against the aggregated service capacity of the two radio 
systems when they operate independently. In the following, we let 5AN = , 1AU = , 
6BN =  and 2BU = . We assume that a 3% blocked service probability for both 






Type 2 service are arbitrary set at 1 0.4μ =  and 2 0.5μ = , respectively. We fix the 
average arrival rate of Type 2 service requests at 2 0.3575λ =  and vary the arrival rate 
of Type 1 service requests. Given these traffic parameters, this means that when the 
two radio systems operate independently, the blocked Type 2 service probability is 
3% (i.e. RB is at its maximum capacity); and the maximum Type 1 service arrival rate 
is 1 0.752λ = . Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the blocked service probabilities for Type 1 
and Type 2 services for the multi-radio network, respectively. Figure 4.4 shows the 
vertical handoff probability of Type 1 service. 
 













































































Fig. 4.3 Blocked Type 2 service probability for multi-radio network. 
 


































Fig. 4.4 Type 1 service vertical handoff probability. 
 
 
From Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, the maximum Type 1 service arrival rate is about 
1 1.2λ =  for the multi-radio network.  The increase in service capacity is about 60% 
(from 0.752 to 1.2) compared to when RA and RB operate independently. However, 






vertical handoff probability. The Type 2 vertical handoff probability is trivial as the 
traffic demands for the service is held constant in this evaluation and already fulfills 
the prescribed GoS. 
From the results, we showed that the multi-radio network can support 
significantly more traffic compared to when the systems operate separately. However, 
it is observed from Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 that the maximum allowed arrival rate of 
Type 1 service is constrained by the blocked service guarantee of Type 2 service. This 
is because at 1 1.2λ = , the blocked Type 2 service probability is already at its 
prescribed GoS limit. Hence, the current service capacity can still be enhanced. This 
is because at this operation point, RA is still below its prescribed GoS guarantee and 
hence there are still resources available to support more traffic. The significant 
difference in the blocked service probability for Type 1 and Type 2 services can be 
exploited to further increase the offered traffic through the implementation of 
appropriate SAC policies. 
 
4.5 Analysis and Results for RES Policy 
 
For this policy, we allow RB (which is limiting the overall multi-radio network 
service capacity) to always reserve an integer multiple r units of resources for its 
exclusive use. The amount of resources shared by RB is thus reduced to ( )B AN rU− . 
For this scheme, max ( ) /B A Ax N rU U= − . Figure 4.5 shows an example of the 
Markov chain model for the RES policy with 3AN = , 1AU = , 4BN =  and 2BU =  at 















































Fig. 4.5 Markov chain model for RES policy. 0w = and 2r = . 
 
The transition equations for the RES policy can be obtained from that 
presented in Section 4.2 with the following modifications:  
 
Eq. (4.3) is replaced by: 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
max max(0, , , ) (0, 1, , )x y z x y z→ +  with rate 1λ  for maxz z=  and 
( 1) B BAx U yU N+ + ≤  and ( 1) ( ) /B A Ax N rU U+ ≤ − .                                      (4.23) 
 
Eq. (4.5) is replaced by: 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , 1, , )w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 1λ  for ( 1) BA Az U wU N+ + > , 










Eq. (4.6) is replaced by: 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 services being served by RA, i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , , 1)w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 1λ   for ( 1) BA Az U wU N+ + ≤ , 
B BAxU yU N+ ≤  and ( 1) ( ) /B A Ax N rU U+ ≤ − .                                            (4.25) 
 
Eq. (4.11) is replaced by: 
• Decrease in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services i.e. 
(0, , , ) (0, 1, , )x y z x y z→ −  with rate 1xμ  for max0 z z≤ ≤ , B BAxU yU N+ ≤  and 
1 ( ) /B A Ax N rU U≤ ≤ − .                                                                                   (4.26) 
 
Eq. (4.13) is replaced by: 
• Decrease in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , 1, , )w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 1xμ  for BA AzU wU N+ ≤ , B BAxU yU N+ ≤  
and 1 ( ) /B A Ax N rU U≤ ≤ − .                                                                            (4.27) 
 
Eq. (4.14) is replaced by: 
• Decrease in the number of Type 2 vertical handoff services i.e. 
( , , , ) ( 1, , , )w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 2wμ  for B BAxU yU N+ ≤ , 
B A AwU zU N+ ≤  , 1w ≥  and ( ) /B A Ax N rU U≤ − .                                       (4.28) 
 
Eq. (4.15) is replaced by: 
• Decrease in the number of Type 1 services being served by RA i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , , 1)w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 1zμ  for BA AzU wU N+ ≤ , 









Eq. (4.16) is replaced by: 
• Decrease in the number of Type 2 services being served by RB i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , , 1, )w x y z w x y z→ −  with rate 2yμ  for B BAyU xU N+ ≤ , 
BA AzU wU N+ ≤ , 1y ≥  and ( ) /B A Ax N rU U≤ − .                                        (4.30) 
 
The blocked Type 1service probability is now given as: 
   
( )( ) ( )( ){





B B BA A Ablock
B B BA A A
P P wU z U N yU x U N
wU z U N x N rU U λ
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= + + > ∩ + + > ∪
+ + > ∩ + > −
          (4.31) 
The blocked Type 2 service probability remains unchanged from Eq. 4.19. Type 1 
service vertical handoff probability is given as: 
( ) ( ){ }max1 , ( 1) .1( 1) ( 1) | x xB B BA A AVHOP P wU z U N yU x U N λ⎡ ⎤ + ≤⎣ ⎦= + + > ∩ + + ≤ (4.32) 
The Type 2 service vertical handoff probability remains unchanged from Eq. 4.21. 
The objective function of the RES policy is to determine the optimum value of 
r such that the total service capacity of the network is maximized given the GoS 
requirements of the respective radio systems. Mathematically, it is expressed as: 




r rP p P pblock b block bi i r
Ci λ λ
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
< <
=
= ,                (4.33)  
where 1,2i = , and notation 1 1( )ri block bP pλ < denotes the arrival rate of Type 1 
service conditioned on the blocked Type 1service probability being satisfied given r 
amount of reserved resources.  
For the results below, we keep constant the traffic demands of Type 2 service 
and investigate the blocked service probabilities corresponding to the optimum value 
of r. Similarly, we let 5AN = , 1AU = , 6BN =  and 2BU = . For comparison, the 






The provisioned GoS is kept at 3% blocked service probability for both services. 
Figure 4.6 shows the blocked service probabilities for 4r = , and Figure 4.7 shows the 
vertical handoff probabilities. We plot the amount of supported Type 1 service traffic 
for different values of r in Figure 4.8. 
 

































Fig. 4.6 Blocked service probabilities, 4r = . 
 
 































































Fig. 4.8 Supported Type 1 service traffic for different values of r. 
 
From Figs 4.6 and 4.7, the amount of supported Type 1 service traffic has 
increased by about 5% ( 1 1.26λ = ), at the expense of about 1% increase in vertical 
handoff probability compared to the FCFS admission policy. From Fig. 4.8, 
maximum supported traffic for the multi-radio network is achieved when 4r = . This 
means that maximum amount of Type 1 service traffic is supported (for the given 
traffic parameters) by reserving about 67% of RBs’ spectrum for exclusive access by 
Type 1 services. When 5r = , the amount of spectrum is over reserved and results in 
lower supported traffic.    
 
4.6 Analysis and Results for RD Policy 
 
In this policy, RB regulates the admission of Type 1 vertical handoff services 
through an admission probability, ρ . The state transition equations are similar to the 








Eq. (4.3) is replaced by: 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
max max(0, , , ) (0, 1, , )x y z x y z→ + with rate 1ρλ  for maxz z=  and 
( 1) B BAx U yU N+ + ≤ .                                                                                     (4.34) 
 
Eq. (4.5) is replaced by: 
• Increase in the number of Type 1 vertical handoff services, i.e. 
( , , , ) ( , 1, , )w x y z w x y z→ +  with rate 1ρλ  for ( 1) BA Az U wU N+ + >   and 
( 1) B BAx U yU N+ + ≤ .                                                                                     (4.35) 
Figure 4.9 shows an example of the Markov chain model for the RD policy with 



































































The Type 1 blocked service probability is now given as: 
   
( )( ) ( )( )




              1 1 1 | (4.36)
B B BA A Ablock
B B BA A A
P P wU z U N yU x U N
P wU z U N yU x U N
λ
ρ λ
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
= + + > ∩ + + > +
− + + > ∩ + + <
     
However, the Type 2 blocked service probability is unchanged from (4.19). Type 1 
vertical handoff probability is now given as: 
( ) ( ){ }1 1( 1) ( 1) |B B BA A AVHOP P wU z U N yU x U N ρλ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= + + > ∩ + + ≤ .    (4.37) 
The Type 2 vertical handoff probability is given as (4.21). 
The objective function of the RD policy is to determine the optimum value of 
ρ  such that the GoS performance is maximized:  
( ) ( )1 1 2 2, 0,1max P p P pblock b block bi iCi
ρ ρλ λ ρ
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎨ ⎬⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
< < ∈= ,              (4.38)  
where 1,2i = , and notation 1 1( )i block bP pρλ < denotes the arrival rate of Type 1 
service conditioned on the blocked Type 1 service probability being satisfied when 
given a value of ρ .  
For comparison, the values of the parameters used in the following evaluation 
are kept the same as those in Section 4.4.  Figure 4.10 shows the blocked service 
probabilities and Figure 4.11 shows the Type 1 service vertical handoff probability for 







































Fig. 4.10 Blocked service probabilities for RD scheme, 0.825ρ = . 
 
 
































Fig. 4.11 Type 1 service vertical handoff probability. 
 
 From Fig. 4.10, it is observed that the RD policy achieves slightly higher 
service capacity than the RES policy, i.e. the Type 1 service arrival rate is 1 1.28λ =  
compared to 1 1.26λ =  for the RES policy. In addition, the RD scheme is able to 
balance the traffic load of the two services so that the multi-radio network can operate 
at its maximum service capacity. This is shown by the convergence of the blocked 






optimum value of ρ  in Fig. 4.10. In the case of the RES policy, a slight difference 
between the respective blocked service probabilities still exist even at the optimum 
value of r. We summarize the results for Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 in Table 4.1 below. 
 
TABLE 4.1  SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THREE ADMISSION POLICIES 
Separate FCFS Policy RES Policy RD Policy 
Max. 1λ  Max. 1λ  Vertical Handoff 
Probability 
Max. 1λ  Vertical Handoff 
Probability 
Max. 1λ  Vertical Handoff 
Probability 
0.752 1.2 0.23 1.26 0.24 1.28 0.24 
 
4.7 Performance Comparison and Further Results 
 
 
In this section, the performances of the three SAC policies are compared 
further. The average service time of Type 1 and Type 2 services are 1 0.4μ =  
and 2 0.5μ = , respectively. In the following evaluation, we let 6AN = , 1AU = , 
6,  8,  10,  12,  14 and 16BN = , and 2BU = . The Type 2 service arrival rate is selected 
such that when the radio systems operate independently, RB is at maximum service 
capacity for all values of BN   (i.e. blocked Type 2 service probability is 3%). The 
network service capacity is then maximized.  
The average spectrum utilization at maximum network service capacity is 
shown in Figure 4.12. From the figure, the RD and RES policies result in higher 











































Fig. 4.12 Average spectrum utilization. 
 
In Figure 4.13, the Type 1 service vertical handoff probability given by the 
three SAC policies are compared. The amount supported traffic in this evaluation is 
maintained the same and is equal to the maximum capacity given by the FCFS policy. 
From the figure, it is observed that both the RD and RES policies result in lower 
vertical handoff probability compared to the FCFS policy. The difference is about 5% 










































In this chapter, with the aid of a novel four dimensional Markov chain model, 
we have developed an analytical platform for analyzing the blocked service and 
vertical handoff probabilities concurrently for the multi-radio network. From the 
results of a simple FCFS SAC policy, very significant increase in network service 
capacity is observed compared to the aggregated service capacity when the radio 
systems operate independently. The tradeoff for the increase in service capacity is the 
performance of vertical handoffs. However, it is observed that the service capacity 
can still be further enhanced. We then compare and analyze the performance and 
tradeoffs of a RES and a RD SAC policy. Both these policies result in higher average 
spectrum utilization compared to the FCFS policy, as the introduction of extra design 
parameters provides flexibility to meet the provisioned GoS guarantee of the 









In this chapter, we focus on complete spectrum sharing under the coordinated 
access policy. In contrast to the scenario analyzed in Chapter 4, the traffic demands 
from the radio systems are now aggregated at a centralized spectrum manager which 
coordinates their spectrum access as well as allocate spectrum resources in 
accordance to their traffic demands. The scenario in which a spectrum licensee 
performs short duration lease of spectrum to several operators could be a possible 
operation model under this framework.  
Some similar works in the literature on coordinated dynamic spectrum sharing 
can be found in [24, 90, 110 - 115]. In this work, we consider two possible operation 
models adopted by the spectrum manager. For the first case, the objective of the 
spectrum manager is to maximize the supported traffic of the network so as to share 
the limited resources efficiently among the radio systems and still fulfill their 
respective GoS guarantee. For the second case, we assume the offered services incur 
different charges in accordance to the adopted transmission modulation scheme. In 
this case, their service pricing are incorporated in the objective function of the 
problem in which the objective of the spectrum manager is to maximize the average 
collectable revenue, subjected to the GoS constraints of the individual radio systems.  
In Section 5.1, we present the system model. Introduction to the first operation 
model and the SAC policies are described in detail in Section 5.2. The RD policy is 
formulated in Section 5.3, and the RES policy is formulated in Section 5.4. The 
formulation of the CMDP based policy is presented in Section 5.5. The results and 






5.7, we present the second operation model and study the achievable gain in revenue. 
This chapter is concluded in Section 5.8.  
     
5.1 System Model and Assumptions 
 
The general functionality of the system model is already described in Section 
1.3 and is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. It is assumed that a spectrum band is dynamically 
leased to two radio systems denoted by RA and RB which adopt the same RAT. We 
assume that each of the radio systems supports one service, and are denoted by SA and 
SB, respectively. Bandwidth is measured in terms of basic bandwidth units (bbu) and 
the shared spectrum band has a total capacity of C bbu. The bandwidth required for a 
SA is denoted by Ab  and that for SB is denoted by Bb . As the services have unequal 
bandwidth demands, usage of the spectrum band may become fragmented. This can 
be easily overcome if the spectrum is managed using the OFDMA approach.  
The arrivals of spectrum requests for SA and SB are assumed to obey the 
Poisson distribution with mean arrival rates denoted by Aλ  and Bλ , respectively. The 
service time of SA and SB are described by a negative exponential distribution with 
mean A1 μ  and B1 μ , respectively. Although such a traffic model may not fully 
describe the traffic demands for all the radio systems, we assume that such a model is 
sufficient as an initial study since it is analytically manageable. 
The prescribed GoS guarantee for SA and SB is respectively denoted by Ag  
and Bg , which represent the maximum acceptable blocked service probability. 
Without loss in generality, we arbitrarily set B Ag g> . The average spectrum 






( ) ( )B B BA A A1 1g b T g b T C⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − + −U .                              (5.1) 
where A A AT λ μ=  and B B BT λ μ=  are respectively the traffic intensities for RA 
and RB. The inclusion of )A(1 g−  and B(1 )g−  is to account for the requests which are 
blocked (within the GoS specification). The specifics of the system model and its 
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5.2 Spectrum Admission Control Policies 
 
In the following, we describe the design of three SAC policies with the 
objective to maximize the traffic offered subjected to the respective radio systems’ 
prescribed GoS guarantee. For some operating parameters, it is assumed that RA is the 
performance limiting radio system. This means that RA will exceed its GoS 
requirement before RB. Hence in the design of the SAC policies, we aim to obtain an 
operation point such that the blocked service probabilities for both RA and RB are as 
close to their prescribed guarantee as possible.  






request with a probability which decreases with increasing number of SB users ( )j=  
currently being served, even if resources are available at the instant of its request. This 
probability is described by the function ( )f j , and is denoted as jf . The purpose of 
doing so is to regulate the number of admitted SB users, so that more resources can be 
allocated to serve SA spectrum requests. The optimal operation point for different 
traffic conditions can then be controlled through ( )f j .  
In the reservation (RES) policy, the spectrum manager reserves a portion of 
the total resources (denoted by Brb  bbu) for exclusive distribution to SA requests 
only. Thus SB spectrum requests are limited to B( )C rb−  resources only. In this case, 
the optimal operation point for the system can be controlled though varying r .  
For the third policy, we model the SAC as a discrete time Markov decision 
process (MDP). In this case, the spectrum manager performs SAC periodically at the 
beginning of an admission control period (ACP). The interval between each ACP 
(decision epoch) is denoted as TACP. Spectrum requests from each radio system are 
collected over the duration of an ACP and are queued in separate queues. The 
spectrum manager maintains a record of all the spectrum request arrivals, the number 
of active transmissions, the allocated and available bandwidth and ensures the 
prescribed GoS guarantee of each radio system is fulfilled.  
Just before the start of the next ACP, the spectrum manager estimates the 
available bandwidth. At each decision epoch, it determines the number of requests 
that can be admitted given the available bandwidth, the admission policy and the GoS 
constraints of the respective radio systems. Requests from the same queue are served 
in order. However, requests from one queue may get rejected if the SAC is in favor of 
requests from another queue. Admitted requests are served at the beginning of each 






next ACP. The services leave the network once they have been served and the 
spectrum manager updates the network status accordingly. 
 
5.3 Markov Chain Model for RD Policy 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the Markov chain model of the RD policy. The states in the 
model are denoted as ( , )i j , where i and j represent the number of SA users and SB 
users currently being served, respectively. The transition rate from the current state to 
the next state when a SB request is received and admitted is given by Bjf λ , where 
B Bjf λ λ< . It indicates that the request will be blocked intentionally with probability 
1 jf− . However, the RD policy is not imposed on the RA which is the performance 
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 Let A A/m C b⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦=  represent the maximum number of SA requests that can be 
served concurrently using all C bbu. The notation θ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  denotes the largest integer 
value less than or equals to θ . Similarly, let B B/m C b⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦=  represent the maximum 
number of SB requests that can be served concurrently using all the C bbu. It can be 
shown that the steady-state probability of a general state ( , )i j  may be expressed as: 
B BA 1 A
1





P i j P T T f ib jb Cj i
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥=⎣ ⎦
∏= + ≤ ,                      (5.2) 
where (0,0)P  denote the steady state probability of (0,0)  and 









T TP fi j
ϕ −⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥= = =⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑ ∏= .                           (5.3) 
Further, let ( )BA A/C jb bϕ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= −  and ( )B BA /C ib bϕ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − . The blocking probability 
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                 (5.5) 
The second term in (5.5) takes into consideration the intentional blocking of SB 
spectrum requests introduced by the SAC function ( )f j . The objective function for 
the RD policy can be expressed as: 
 , BA,A ,BBA, , ( )






where BAT TΓ = +  and ( )•  means subjected to the condition given by ( )• . 
 
5.4 RES Policy 
 
Next we analyze the case for ( ) 1 ( )f j U j r= − − , where  
1( )
0
j rU j r j r
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
≥− = < .                                   (5.7) 
This function represents a RES policy where the spectrum manager reserves Brb  bbu 
for allocation to SA requests only. Hence the maximum amount of resources which 
can be assigned to RB is limited to B( )C rb− , and for this case, )B B B( /m C rb b⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − . 
The Markov chain representation for the RES policy can be easily obtained with some 
modifications to Fig. 5.2. The steady-state probability of a general state ( , )i j  can be 
expressed as: 
B BA A
1( , ) (0,0)  ,  ! !
jiP i j P T T ib jb Cj i
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= + ≤ ,                          (5.8) 










ϕ −⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= =⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑= .                                        (5.9) 
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 , BA,A ,BBA, , 
max P g P gblock blockT T r < <Γ .                                 (5.12) 
Note that r is a positive integer. 
 
5.5 Markov Decision SAC Policy 
 
We next formulate the SAC as a discrete time constrained Markov decision 
process (CMDP). The CMDP can be described by the 4-tuple ( )S, A, P, R . S  and A  
respectively denotes the set of possible states and actions. For each state x∈S , there 
is a corresponding non-empty subset of A  whose elements are the feasible actions 
when the system is in state x . P  is the transition probability matrix, and ( )xyP a  
denotes the transition probability from state x  to state y  when taking action a  where 
a∈A . Each action is associated with a reward, and R  denotes the expected reward 
matrix for the action taken at each valid state.   
 
1) State space, S  
The vector ( )BA,t t ts s s=  denotes the number of SA and SB users being served at 
time t, respectively.  Let ( )BA,t t te e e=  respectively denote the number of new SA and 
SB requests at the beginning of the tth ACP.  The state space is specified by S ,  
 ( ){ }B BA A,  0s e s b s b C= ≤ + ≤S .                                  (5.13) 
Note that a state x  of the system is defined by the vector ( ),s e . To simplify the 
analysis, the maximum number of new request arrivals within an ACP is assumed to 
be finite. Let ( )BA,t t td d d=  respectively denote the number of completely served SA 






2) Action space, A  
The action taken at the tth ACP is defined by the vector ( )BA,t t ta a a= , where it 
respectively represents the number of SA and SB requests to be admitted. The policy, 
π , is a vector whose elements denote the selected action for each state. As the 
number of new requests is assumed to be finite, hence the possible actions for any 
state are also finite. Note that the number of admissions cannot exceed the number of 
new spectrum requests for the service in the queue, i.e. A A0
t ta e≤ ≤  and B B0 t ta e≤ ≤  
for all t. 
 
3) State transitions and transition probability matrix, P  
The number of users being served evolves at discrete time intervals given by 
TACP according to the following equation: 
 1 tt t ts s a d+ = + − ,                                           (5.14) 
where 1 1BA , 0
t ts s+ + ≥ . From (6.14), it can be deduced that numerous requests may be 
admitted or completely served in TACP. Hence in this case, the SAC is modeled as a 
batch admission and departure process.  
Assuming that the radios are independent and new requests arrive 
independently of the ACP and the action taken in the previous ACP, the state 
transition probabilities can be evaluated as follows. If the system at the tth decision 
epoch (ACP) is at state ( ),x k u=  and action a  is taken, then the system will transit to 
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where ( )A AP e u=  and ( )B BP e u=  respectively denote the probability that Au  new 
SA requests and Bu  new SB requests are queued during the t
th ACP. ( ), ,n m pB  
denotes the Binomial probability distribution and  
 ( ) ( )1   if 0 ,, ,
0                         otherwise.
n mmn p p m nn m p m
⎧⎛ ⎞ −⎪⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎨⎝ ⎠⎪⎩
− ≤ ≤=B                             (5.16) 
Note that ( )0,0, 1p =B , and Adp  and Bdp  are respectively the probabilities that a SA 
and a SB transmission is completely served and departs the system in the duration 
TACP. They are expressed respectively as: 
 A ACPA 1dp e
μ−= − T  and B ACPB 1dp e μ−= − T .                       (5.17) 
 
4) Rewards, R  
Fixed revenue is collected for each admitted request and the revenues are 
denoted as: 
i. Ar : for admitting a spectrum request for SA,  
ii. Br : for admitting a spectrum request for SB. 
If the action ( )BA,a a a=  is taken at the current state x , then the expected revenue 
incurred until the next decision epoch is expressed as: 






The cost, in terms of number of blocked requests, of taking action a  at the current 
state x  until the next decision epoch is given by: 
 
( ) ( )





c x a u a
c x a u a
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
= −
= − .                                         (5.19) 
Note that Au  and Bu  are the number of new requests from the respective radio 
systems at state x . From the above expression, the expected cost for that service is 
essentially the average number of blocked spectrum requests per stage. 
We formulate the MDP such that its performance is evaluated based on the 
expected average reward criterion. The long-run average reward for the policy π  , 





h x aNπ π π
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟=→∞ ⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑= rΕ ,                                (5.20) 
where nx  is the system state at the nth decision epoch, and 
nxaπ  is the selected action 
at the nth decision epoch. The expectation, πE , is taken over the probability 
distribution of policy π . At the same time, the blocking probabilities for the offered 
services must abide to their respective system GoS guarantee. For the policy π , the 
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hππ ∈ ∈S A  
subject to 
( )A A A ACPc gπ λ≤ T  ,   
and                                              ( )B B B ACPc gπ λ≤ T .                                           (5.22) 
Note that A A ACPg λ T  and B B ACPg λ T  respectively denotes the maximum acceptable 
average number of blocked requests for SA and SB.  
The Lagrangian method is used to identify stationary points of the 
optimization problem and the Lagrange function for policy π , πL , is expressed as:  
 ( )( ) ( )( )B B1 A A 2h m c c m c cπ π π π= − − − −L ,                          (5.23) 
where 1m  and 2m  are the Largange multipliers, and A A A ACPc g λ= T , 
B B B ACPc g λ= T  represent the GoS constrains in (6.22). The maximization problem 
can be re-written as: 
 
1 2, 0, 0
max  
m m ππ ≥ ≥ L                                               (5.24) 
The above problem is solved using a combination of the subgradient method 
[116] and the relative value iteration (RVI) algorithm [117]. The subgradient method 
iteratively searches for the Lagrange multipliers and is proven to converge to the 
optimal solution [116]. The RVI algorithm is an inner-loop of the subgradient 
iteration, and given known values of the Lagrange multipliers, it provides an efficient 
means to solve CMDP. Details of the subgradient method and the RVI algorithm are 
explicitly presented in Appendix E and F, respectively. 
The RVI solution is ε -optimal, i.e. its average-reward differs from the optimal 






for constrained MDPs is a stochastic policy with randomizations in at most K states, 
where K is the number of constraints [118]. On the other hand, the RVI algorithm 
returns a deterministic policy. We assume the performance difference is negligible in 
this problem as the number of states far exceeds the number of constraints. 
   
5.6 Results and Discussion  
 
In this section, we first present some preliminary results before comparing the 
performance of the three proposed policies at two different traffic conditions. The 
evaluation parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. In addition, we arbitrarily set 
12C = , and TACP =1. 
 
TABLE 5.1  EVALUATION PARAMETERS 
Parameter Aμ  Bμ  Ab  Bb  Ag  Bg  
Value 0.4 0.4 2 2.4 3 10 
 
The parameters Ar  and Br  in (5.18) are both set to unity, such that the expected 
reward is essentially the average number of admitted requests per stage. Therefore, 
the three SAC policies given in (5.6), (5.12) and (5.18) have a common basis for 
comparison.  
We assume that a cumulated Poisson arrival probability (within a TACP) of at 
least 0.999 is sufficiently accurate for the analysis. Given the largest value of AT  and 
BT , this probability is found to be satisfied when the minimum number of new 
requests within a TACP is greater than five, i.e. 5 0 ( ) 0.999i P u iω=∑ = ≥ , where ω  






5.6.1 Preliminary results (FCFS Policy) 
 
 
The performance for the FCFS policy is first analyzed by setting ( ) 1  f j j= ∀  
such that Eq. (5.6) is fulfilled. In Figure 5.3, we plot the blocked service probabilities 
when the multi-radio network is operating at maximum offered traffic against AT . 
From Fig. 5.3, it is evident that the blocked service probability for RA is the at its 
prescribed GoS guarantee of 3% throughout these traffic conditions, while the 
blocked service probability for RB is still below its GoS limit. Hence for the FCFS 
policy, RA is the performance limiting radio system. The corresponding supported 
traffic for the multi-radio network based on the FCFS policy is plotted in Figure 5.4. 
 


































Fig. 5.3 Blocking probabilities at maximum offered traffic for FCFS policy. 
 
 
5.6.2 Results for RD Policy 
 
 
We arbitrarily select the function ( ) jf j α= , where 1α < . For a given α , the 






obtained. Figure 5.4 shows the maximum offered traffic for different values of α . For 
this policy, A 6m =  and B 5m = . Note that 1α =  is equivalent to the FCFS policy.  
With the RD policy and for 1α < , more SB requests will be denied and hence 
more resources are available to serve SA requests. The blocking probability for SB 
increases, but it is still maintained within the specified GoS guarantee. In this way, 
more traffic can actually be offered. This also results in higher spectrum utilization 
efficiency. It is also observed from Fig. 5.4 that for 0.94α ≤ , if the SA traffic is below 
a certain threshold, then there is no advantage by limiting the admission of SB 
requests. This is explained by the fact that the traffic for SA is low. However, the SAC 
still deny the admission of SB requests even though there are available resources. In 
this case, RB becomes the performance limiting radio system.  
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5.6.3 Results for RES Policy 
 
 
In this case, A 6m =  and ( )B B B/m C rb b⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= − . Figure 5.5 shows the 
performance given by the RES policy. When 0r = , we have the FCFS policy. For a 
given 0r > , there exists a threshold such that if AT  is reduced further, BT  cannot be 
increased further due to unnecessary reservation of bbu.  
From the two results shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, the total offered traffic 
can be higher than when no regulation is employed ( 0r =  or 1α = ). Therefore, the 
average spectrum utilization can be increased with the selection of the appropriate α  
or r . For example, in Fig. 5.5, for A 0.4T = , we obtain  B 1.5T ≈  if no resources are 
reserved ( 0r = ). But if 1r = , we obtained B 1.8T = , which is about 20% increase. 
 
 


































5.6.4 Comparison of Results  
 
 
In this sub-section, we investigate and compare the performance of all three 
policies for two ranges of traffic conditions: A0.1 0.35T≤ ≤  and A1.5 1.8T≤ ≤ . These 
two ranges respectively correspond to between 4% and 14%, and between 60% and 
72% of the maximum offered traffic for SA. The optimal design parameters for the RD 
and RES policies are obtained using an exhaustive search algorithm. Note that the 
MDP based policy does not require any assumption on the performance limiting 
radio; however, both the RD and RES policies are developed based on RA being the 
performance limiting radio. 
1) For A0.1 0.35T≤ ≤  
For these values of AT , we investigate the maximum offered BT  such that the 
GoS requirements remain satisfied. Figure 5.6 shows the results for all three 
admission policies, and the percentage increase in offered traffic for the MDP based 
admission policy compared to the other two policies. For this range of values, 
0.96α =  is found to maximize the offered traffic for the RD policy.  On the other 
hand, maximum offered traffic is achieved when 1r =  for the RES policy.  
From the results, the SAC policy using CMDP is able to admit more traffic 
compared to both the RD and RES policies. The increase over the RD policy is on the 
average about 30% across the evaluated range while that for the RES policy is about 
18%. The CMDP based SAC policy enables the spectrum manager to estimate the 
future rewards (average number of admissions) and costs incurred (average number of 
rejections) in taking a particular action at each state. With such ‘prediction’, the 
spectrum manager can better balance the difference (from their GoS limit) in the 






other policies. On the other hand, both the RD and RES policies just admit spectrum 
requests without costs considerations. The average spectrum utilization is computed 
using (5.1) and is plotted in Figure 5.7. The results show that the offered traffic and 
average spectrum utilization is increased (compared to the FCFS policy) through the 
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Fig. 5.6 Maximum SB traffic for A0.1 0.35T≤ ≤ . 
 







































2) For A1.5 1.8T≤ ≤  
Figure 6.8 shows the results for all three admission policies for A1.5 1.8T≤ ≤ . 
For this range of values, maximum offered traffic is achieved when 0.864α =  for the 
RD policy and when 3r =  for the RES policy. Again for this range of traffic, the 
MDP based policy achieves the highest offered traffic. The increase is about 8% 
across the range compared to the RD policy and about 4% compared to the RES 
policy. The average resource utilization for this range is plotted in Figure 5.9. 
The results show that the increase in offered traffic by the MDP based policy 
over the other policies is lower in this case. This is because at this range of traffic, 
both the RD and RES policies are already performing quite efficiently. Moreover, 
both radio systems are operating very close to their GoS limit. Hence, the advantage 
of the CMDP algorithm is less significant at this range of traffic.  On the other hand, 
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Fig. 5.9 Average resource utilization for A1.5 1.8T≤ ≤ . 
 
5.7 Maximizing Average Revenue 
 
 
In this section, it is assumed that through the use of reconfigurable 
technologies in the future, the radio systems are capable of supporting variable 
transmission bandwidth for each service. The transmission bandwidth requirements 
for SA are denoted by 1Ab  and 
2
Ab  where 
1 2
A Ab b> ; and that for SB are denoted by 1Bb  
and 2Bb , where 
1 2
B Bb b> .   
When smaller transmission bandwidth (or higher order constellation) is used, a 
service will generally suffer from more impairments under a given transmission 
power constraint. Hence, the service charge is lesser. This provides an incentive for 
the operators to provide better quality transmission particularly when the overall 
network traffic is low so as to increase their overall revenues. These tradeoffs are 






the increase in average revenue when compared to the case where only a single 
transmission bandwidth is used. 
For comparison, it is assumed that another multi-radio network only support a 
single transmission bandwidth for each service. This network is referred to as System 
1 and it is assumed it offers high order modulation transmission only, i.e. require 2Ab  
and 2Bb  bbu, respectively. On the other hand, System 2 which supports multiple 
modulation schemes for each service is assumed to offer both high and low order 
modulation. The advantage of System 2 over one which only offers low order 
modulation for each service is trivial; hence its performance is not compared. 
The traffic arrival for SA and SB is given by Aλ and Bλ , respectively. The 
mean service duration for SA using 1Ab  is denoted by A11 μ  and that for 2Ab  is 
denoted by A21 μ . The mean service duration for SB using 1Bb  is denoted by B11 μ  
and that for 2Bb  is denoted by B21 μ . 
 
5.7.1 SAC Formulation 
 
 
The SAC in this problem is also formulated as a discrete-time MDP:   
1) State space, 'S  
The state space is now specified by 'S which is expressed as: 
      ' '' 1 2 1 2( ) A1 A2 B1 B2B BA A, 0s e s b s b s b s b C
⎧ ⎫⎨ ⎬⎩ ⎭= ≤ + + + ≤S ,                       (5.25) 
where the vector ' A1 A2 B1 B2( ,  ,  ,  )
t t t t
ts s s s s=  now denote the number of SA users with 
bandwidth requirements 1Ab  and 
2
Ab , the number of SB users with bandwidth 
requirements 1Bb  and 
2










number of new SA and SB requests at the beginning of the tth ACP.   
2) Action space, 'A  
The action taken at the tth ACP is now denoted by the vector 
'
A1 A2 B1 B2( , , , )
t t t t
ta a a a a= , where it respectively represents the number of admitted SA 
with bandwidth requirements 1Ab  and 
2
Ab , and SB with bandwidth requirements 
1
Bb  
and 2Bb . Note that in this case, A1 A2 A0
t t ta a e≤ + ≤  and B1 20 t t tB Ba a e≤ + ≤  for all t.  
 
3) State transitions and transition probability matrix, 'P  
If the network at the tth decision epoch (ACP) is at state ( ),x i m=  and action 
'a  is taken, then the network will transit to state ( , )y j n=  at the (t+1)th decision 
epoch with probability '( )x yP a  given by: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
' ' ' ' '
1 1
' ' ' ' ' '
1 1
' ' ' '
1 1
A1 A2
A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
B1 B
( ) , ,
         | , | ,
         | ,
         , , , ,
               
xy t t t t
t t t t
t t t
d d
P a P y s e x s e
P s j s i a P e n e m a
P s j s i a P e n
i a i a j p i a i a j p
i a




= = = = =
= = = =
= + + − × + + − ×
+
B B
B ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
B1 B2
1 B1 B1 B1 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2
B BA A
, , , ,
               ,                                                                      (5.26)
d di a j p i a i a j p
P e n P e n




where A A( )P e n=  and B B( )P e n=  respectively denote the probability that An  new 
SA requests and Bn  new SB requests are queued during the t
th ACP. In addition,  A1dp  
, A2dp , 
B1
dp  and 
B2
dp  are the probabilities that an admitted request using the 
respective transmission bandwidth departs the system in TACP. ( , , )n m pB  is the 







4) Rewards, 'R  
In this section, the revenues are denoted as: 
i. 'A1r : for admitting a SA request with bandwidth 1Ab , 
ii. 'A2r : for admitting a SA request with bandwidth 2Ab , 
iii. 'B1r : for admitting a SB request with bandwidth 1Bb , 
iv. 'B2r : for admitting a SB request with bandwidth 2Bb . 
 
To model the tradeoffs as described previously, we let ' 'A1 A2r r>  and ' 'B1 B2r r> .  
If the action ' A1 A2 B1 B2( , , , )a a a a a=  is taken at the current state x , the 
immediate expected revenue incurred until the next decision epoch is expressed as: 
 ' ' ' ' 'A1 A1 A2 A2 B1 B1 B2 B2( , )r x a a r a r a r a r= + + + .                          (5.27) 
The new cost (in terms of number of blocked service requests) of taking action 'a  at 




'' ( )A A A1 A2
'' ( )B B B1 B2
,
,
c x a m a a
c x a m a a
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
= − −
= − − .                                       (5.28) 
Note that Am  and Bm  are the number of new requests for the respective radio 
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The CMDP in section is therefore mathematically expressed as: 









A A A ACP( )c gπ λ≤ T  ,   
 and                                             
''
B B B ACP( )c gπ λ≤ T .                                           (5.31) 
 
With the above formulations, the optimization problem is solved similarly using a 
combination of the subgradient method and RVI algorithm.  
 
5.7.2 Results and Discussion 
 
 
In this section, we assume BA 3%g g= =  are acceptable GoS guarantees. In 
addition, we arbitrarily let 10C = , TACP =1, 1A 10 / 3b = , 2A 2b = , 1B 5b =  and 2B 2.5b = . 
Table 5.2 summarizes the values of the remaining parameters. The blocked service 
probabilities and average revenue are analyzed when the systems’ traffic are 
reasonably light and also when the systems experience high traffic. 
 
TABLE 5.2  ANALYSIS PARAMETERS 
Parameter A1μ  A2μ B1μ  B2μ A1r  A2r  B1r  B2r  
System 1 - 0.6 - 0.7 - 0.4 - 0.55 
System 2 0.4 0.6 0.45 0.7 0.65 0.4 0.75 0.55 
 
1) For B0.1 0.2λ≤ ≤  
We study the revenue and blocked service probabilities for the two systems 






Figure 5.10 shows the maximum average collectable revenue for both systems in the 
multi-radio network. Figure 5.11 shows the average blocking probabilities of the 
services. 
From Fig. 5.10, the received revenue for System 2 is higher than that for 
System 1. This is because when the traffic is reasonably low, the spectrum manager 
can assign some users to transmit using low order modulation so as to collect higher 
revenue, while still able to satisfy the GoS requirement of the radio systems. The 
increase in revenue is about 10% across the range of values investigated. The use of 
lower order modulation will mean longer average holding time in order to complete 
the same transmission. Hence, the blocked service probability is expected to be higher 
for System 2 since some services are transmitted using lower order modulation, and 
this can be verified from Fig. 5.11.  
 










































































Fig. 5.11 Average blocking probabilities for B0.1 0.2λ≤ ≤ . 
 
2) For B0.3 0.38λ≤ ≤  
We now investigate the average revenue and blocked service performance for 
the two systems in the multi-radio network during heavy traffic. For these results, 
A 0.4λ =  and Bλ  is varied from 0.3 to 0.38. Figure 5.12 shows the maximum average 
revenue for both systems. Figure 5.13 shows the average blocking probabilities. 
From Fig. 5.12, for B 0.3λ =  to 0.36, the received revenue for System 2 is still 
larger than that for System 1. However, the increase in revenue has decreased to about 
1%. This is because with more traffic, the spectrum manager must assign fewer 
services to transmit on low order modulation if the GoS constraints are to be satisfied. 
For B 0.36λ =  and 0.38, the admission policy is found to coincide for both systems 
and average revenue is thus identical. At these points, the spectrum manager cannot 
assign any services to transmit on low order modulation without exceeding the GoS 
constraints. Hence, all admitted requests are assigned to transmit using high order 
modulation which require less transmission bandwidth and have shorter average 








































Fig. 5.12 Maximum average revenue. 
 



































In this chapter, the complete spectrum sharing model in a heterogeneous 
multi-radio network is studied. We examined two possible operation models adopted 






supported traffic of the network, subjected to the respective GoS requirements of the 
radio systems. The results of a FCFS policy show that RA is the performance limiting 
radio while RB is still operating below its GoS limit. Three SAC policies are designed 
and compared. The introduction of the extra design parameters in the respective 
policies provide greater flexibility to meet the GoS requirements concurrently, and 
hence result in higher offered traffic and average spectrum utilization compared to the 
FCFS policy. However, the MDP based policy shows the best adaptability to different 
traffic conditions compared to the RD and RES policies. 
For the second operation model, the spectrum manager adopts a SAC policy to 
maximize the average collectable revenue. We studied the revenue gained when the 
services are support by variable transmission bandwidth and incur different charges in 
accordance to the modulation scheme used. Our analysis shows significant gain in 
revenue especially when the network experiences light traffic. However, the gain 










6.1 Thesis Contributions 
 
In opportunistic spectrum access (OSA), SRs make use of the available 
spectrum holes in time and frequency domains for transmission. In Chapter 3, we 
studied the PR activities impact on the secondary transmission opportunity time and 
the duration of the ‘black spaces’. We considered the cases whereby the statistics of 
the PR activities in the N frequency bins are pair-wise distinct and also when they are 
similar. Our system model assumes that the PR activities in each frequency bin follow 
an exponential on/ off process. A continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) model with 
2N  dimensions was developed to model the PR activities. Theoretical derivations 
using this model would be extremely complex and tedious especially for large number 
of frequency bins. To resolve the problem, an irreducible lumped Markov chain 
model was derived (based on the CTMC model) which significantly reduces the 
complexity of the analysis. Using this model, the theoretical p.d.f. of the opportunity 
time was derived for small number of frequency bins. The analytical approach (which 
can be performed systematically with a computer) was then generalized to N 
frequency bins. The theoretical p.d.f. of the ‘black spaces’ is also derived.   
Our results show the theoretical p.d.f. of the opportunity time for N frequency 
bins follows a hyper-exponential distribution with (2 1)N − terms when the PR on/off 
activities in the frequency bins are pair-wise distinct, while having N terms if the 
activities are statistically identical. Extensive computer simulations were performed to 






extensive simulation and theoretical data, we used commercial software and further 
show through statistical distribution fitting methods that the theoretical expression of 
the distribution may be closely approximated using only three exponential terms. 
The study provides insights on the relationship between the statistics of the PR 
activities, the opportunity time and the duration of the ‘black spaces’. In addition, 
from the theoretical p.d.f. of the opportunity time, we can obtain its cumulative 
density function (c.d.f.). From the c.d.f, given a probability of occurrence, say α , the 
duration of the SR access opportunities can be determined. If there is only one 
secondary request, the probability of it being completely served without being forced 
to drop is 1-α if its service time is within the stipulated duration. In addition, from the 
theoretical p.d.f. for the ‘black spaces’, we can obtain a measure of the duration in 
which SR transmissions are not possible due to no available spectrum hole.  
In Chapter 4, we studied virtual spectrum partitioning (Fig. 1.6) for the 
coordinated spectrum access model. We developed analytical platforms which enable 
the study of both the enhancement in service capacity as well as the incurred tradeoffs 
when two proprietary radio systems with different system parameters share their 
excess spectrum resources to support each others’ traffic demands.  
A four dimensional Markov chain model based on a simple FCFS SAC policy 
is developed and analyzed. From the steady-state solution, it is shown that the service 
capacity of the radio systems is significantly improved compared to when they 
operate independently. The increase in service capacity is at the expense of 
performance of vertical handoffs. It is also found that the blocked service guarantee of 
a radio system is first exceeded and the service capacity of the multi-radio network is 
thus limited by the GoS constraint of this radio system (referred to as the performance 






Two other SAC policies, namely, a RES policy and a random discard (RD) 
policy were proposed. In the RES policy, we let the performance limiting radio to 
always reserve an integer multiple, r, units of resources for its exclusive access only. 
In the RD policy, the performance limiting radio regulates the admission of vertical 
handoff services by an admission probability, ρ . The objective of the RES and RD 
policies is to optimize the parameters r and ρ , respectively, so as to maximize the 
supported traffic of the network. The optimization of these parameters to adapt to 
different traffic demands is also presented. 
Both policies show significant improvement in the network service capacity 
(over the FCFS policy) as the introduction of the extra design parameter provides the 
flexibility to meet the GoS of the respective radio systems concurrently. In particular, 
the RD policy shows greater flexibility in adapting to variable traffic demands and 
also averages lower vertical handoff probability than the RES policy. The vertical 
handoff probability was found to be highest in the FCFS policy. A simulation model 
is developed and extensive computer simulations were performed which verified the 
correctness of the developed models and its analysis. The developed analytical 
platforms which enable evaluation of the multi-radio network service capacity in 
relation to a particular level of incurred tradeoff and vice versa. 
In Chapter 5, we studied the complete spectrum sharing model described in 
Fig. 1.7 and examined two possible objective functions. For the first case, the 
objective of the spectrum manager is to maximize the amount of supported traffic, 
subjected to the GoS guarantees of the respective radio systems. We compared the 
maximum service capacities of the multi-radio network given by three SAC policies. 






The third policy is developed upon discrete time constrained Markov decision process 
(CMDP) framework.  
We derived and presented the respective closed-form steady-state solutions to 
the Markov chain models for the RD and RES policies. In addition, the optimization 
of the RES and RD policies so as to maximize the supported network traffic are also 
shown. For our CMDP, the GoS constraints are formulated as Lagrange functions and 
our analytical solution to the constrained problem uses an iterative subgradient 
method. Convergence to the optimal solution based on this method is more efficient 
compared to generic linear programming approaches. From the results, the SAC 
policy using CMDP is able to support greater amount of traffic compared to both the 
RD and RES policies.  
For the second case, the objective of the spectrum manager is to maximize the 
average revenue, subjected to the GoS constraints of the individual radio systems. The 
radio systems can use different modulation schemes for the services, and revenue 
received from transmissions using smaller bandwidth is lesser, as it is reasonably 
assumed that user satisfaction is lower when the higher order modulation suffers more 
impairment under the same transmission power. The tradeoffs between service 
admission and maximum collectable revenue are modelled in the SAC which is 
formulated and analyzed as a discrete time CMDP. We showed the analytical solution 
of the problem using a combination of the subgradient method and the relative value 
iteration (RVI) algorithm. Our results showed the advantage of having variable 
transmission bandwidth as it enables the spectrum manager to collect higher revenue 
when the traffic demands are relatively low. The average increase in revenue is about 






higher blocked service probabilities (but is still kept within the GoS guarantee). When 
the traffic load of the system is high, the gain in revenue diminishes. 
 
6.2 Future Work 
 
The modeling of SAC policies in Chapters 5 and 6 are based on Poission 
distributed arrival and negative exponentially distributed service time model. While 
such a model is necessary to facilitate system modeling using Markov chains, there 
are also alternative traffic models in the literature. For example, Markov modulated 
Poisson process has been shown to model a mixture of voice and data traffic [119]. 
On the other hand, the service times of cellular digital packet services may be 
modeled using a Lognormal distribution [120]. The investigation and comparison of 
the performances of the SAC policies under different traffic models is an interesting 
future work.  
 It is shown in Fig. 1.5 that the SR could also be distributed. For example, in 
the case of PANs/BANs which have small wireless coverage, many distributed SRs 
may be deployed within the bigger coverage of a PR base station. In general, 
distributed SR systems are more suited for ad-hoc deployment scenarios despite 
imposing a more challenging design problem. Under such circumstances, there is a 
tradeoff between the amount of information to be exchanged between distributed SRs 
and the system effective throughput, which is always an important design 
consideration for secondary radios using distributed MAC. It is therefore required to 
study efficient distributed MAC schemes which can provide reasonable throughput 
and at the same time resolve the access contention for spectrum resources in the 






Recently, there are increasing interests to apply wideband sensing to OSA. 
When applying wideband spectrum sensing and detection, there should be only one 
sensing rate for all the frequency bins. Under this circumstance, the optimal sensing 
rate seems to be a result of the distribution of the opportunity time and the “black 
space”, so as to maximize the secondary usage of spectrum under given energy, false 
alarm and missed detection probability constraints. Intuitively, if the average duration 
of the ‘black space’ is long, then a faster wideband sensing rate may incur 
unnecessary sensing as there is a higher probability of encountering ‘black space’. On 
the other hand, slower wideband sensing rate may result in increased proportion of 
missed opportunities i.e. shorter opportunity time and higher collision probability. 
These are design tradeoffs are illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Although modeling the false 
alarm and missed detection probabilities remain a challenging problem for wideband 
sensing, we believe that the derived distribution of the opportunity time can be useful. 
For our study on the complete spectrum sharing model in which the SAC is 
based on revenue maximization, a static revenue function for the spectrum manager 
and an infinite willingness-to-pay function (willing to pay at whatever stipulated 
price) was adopted for the radio systems. An interesting and challenging possible 
future work involve studying and comparing the performances of dynamic revenue 
functions for SAC. From the spectrum managers’ perspective, a dynamic revenue 
function should reflect a higher service charge for a unit of spectrum resource when 
the traffic demands are high. The service charge should then decrease when the 
demand for spectrum is low so as to encourage higher usage. On the other hand, from 
the radio systems’ perspective, a more realistic willingness-to-pay function is required 
to indicate the price the user is willing to pay for a unit of spectrum. The objective of 






to complete its transmission at minimum costs. The design of SAC policies through 
the use of dynamic cost and revenue functions better reflect the economics of demand 
and supply of spectrum resources in a secondary spectrum market. A well-designed 
and well-implemented SAC policy will assign spectrum resources to the radio system 
which values it most highly. However, in addition to the GoS guarantees, spectrum 
access fairness among the radio systems in the multi-radio network has to be ensured 
too. The analysis of such a problem is technically challenging and game theoretic 
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We present the approach to derive the sojourn time of 12 (1,0)=Aa  which can 
be generalized to N frequency bins. As the radio activities among frequency bins are 
independent,  
1,0 1,on 2,off( ) ( ) ( )P T t P T t P T t> = > > , 
where 1,on( )P T t>  denotes the probability that frequency bin 1 is in the on state for a 
duration longer than t, and 2,off( )P T t>  denotes the probability that frequency bin 2 is 
in the off state for a duration longer than t. We can also express 1,0( )P T t>  as  
( ) ( )on,1 off,2on,1 off,21,0 on,1 off,2 ,  0tt t
t t
P T t e dt e dt e tμ μμ μμ μ
∞ ∞ − +− −> = = ≥∫ ∫ . 
Since ( ) ( )1,0 1,01P T t P T t≤ = − > , the p.d.f. of the sojourn time for 12Aa  is given as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )on,1 off,21
2
1,0 on,1 off,2 ,  0
t
a
df t P T t e t
dt
μ μμ μ − += ≤ = + ≥A . 










Supposing there are p indistinguishable black balls (B) and q indistinguishable 
white balls (W) to be placed in (p+q) boxes with one ball in each box. The boxes are 
to be arranged clockwise in a circular manner. Given that one of the boxes is unique, 
so as to represent the starting position and a black ball has to be placed in this box, 
how many distinct permutations are possible with respect to this box? The total 






qp = 1−+qpqC . Note that 1p ≥  for the problem to 
be valid. For example, given two black balls and two white balls, the number of 
distinct circular permutation is given to be 332 =C . The possible arrangements with 
respect to the unique box, are given in a clockwise direction as BWBWB, BWWBB, 
BBWWB, where the first and last ‘B’ indicate the same black ball. The possible 
permutations are illustrated in the figure below. 
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Now, referring to Fig. 3.3 and consider any two pairs of adjacent states, i.e. mA  
and ( 1)m+A , ( 1)m+A  and ( 2)m+A , where 1 ( 2)m N≤ ≤ − . We can draw a parallel with the 
arrangement model by letting the order of arranging a black ball be analogous to the 
order of performing a loop between the states mA  and ( 1)m+A , and the order of 
arranging a white ball be analogous to the order of performing a loop between the 
states ( 1)m+A  and ( 2)m+A . For example, for the arrangement, BBWWB, the first black 
ball indicates the system begins at the state mA  and transits to state ( 1)m+A . The second 
black ball indicates that the system transits from state ( 1)m+A  to state mA  and returns 
back to ( 1)m+A , in which one complete loop is performed between the states mA  and 
( 1)m+A . The following two white balls indicate the performance of two consecutive 
loops between the states ( 1)m+A  and ( 2)m+A . The last black ball is used to indicate the 
system returns back to the starting state mA . The path given by this arrangement is 
( 1) ( 1) ( 2)m m m m m+ + +→ → → → →A A A A A  ( 1) ( 2) ( 1)m m m m+ + +→ → →A A A A . 
We let ml  and ( 1)ml +  denote the number of loops to be performed between the 
lumped states mA  and ( 1)m+A , and ( 1)m+A  and ( 2)m+A , respectively. As a result of 
visiting the states in different order, there can be multiple ways to complete these ml  


















The negative binomial expansion of ( )1 nζ −− is given as: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1 1
0 0 0
1 1n k k k kn n k n kk k k
k k k
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From (3.14), for 4=N , we have   
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Substituting the expressions for  0X , 1X , 2X  and 3X  by applying (3.19), we have: 
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Convergence to the stationary points are evaluated using the subgradient 
method [116], where 1m  and 2m  are updated in the opposite direction to the 
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,                                     (E.1) 
where 1δ  and 2δ are positive scalar step sizes less than one, and ‘+’ denotes the 
projection onto the set +ℜ  of non-negative real numbers. The super-script ‘k’ 
represents the kth update step. The proof for convergence to optimality using the 










The value iteration and RVI algorithms [118] may be used to evaluate Markov 
decision problems. However, to avoid computational overflow, the RVI algorithm is 
adopted. The Bellman optimality equation [118] for the unconstrained average reward 
MDP is given as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* * *max , ,x yya xJ x x a h P a J y⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎦∈ ⎣ ∑= − +A r                           (F.1) 
where ( )xA  is the set of possible actions in state x ; ( )*J x  are the elements of the 
optimal value function *J ;  *h  is the average reward associated with the optimal 
policy. In this algorithm, we select any arbitrary state in the state space S  to be a 
distinguished state. The value of *h  in (4.26) is replaced by the value of the 
distinguished state. The RVI algorithm is evaluated as follows: 
 
1. Select an arbitrary state, *x , from the state space S . Set the run counter 1q = . 
Select an arbitrary value for ( )1 *J x . Specify the error bounds ε  and set 
1 0m = , 2 0m =  and 0k = . Select values for 1δ  and 2δ . 
 
2. Compute: 
i)  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 B1 A 2 *** max *, *, *, .q qy x ya xJ x x a m c x a m c x a P a J y+ ⎤⎡⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∈ ∑= − − +A r  
and select: 
     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )B1 A 2 **' arg max *, *, *, .qy x ya xa x a m c x a m c x a P a J y ⎤⎡⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∈ ∑= − − +A r  
Then compute: 
ii) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )11 A 1** *, ' 'q qy x yC x c x a P a C y+ ∑= + , and 







3. For each x∈S , compute: 
i) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1B1 A 2max , , , * .q q qx yya xJ x x a m c x a m c x a P a J y J x+ +⎤⎡⎣ ⎥⎦∈ ∑= − − + −A r  
   and for each x∈S  select: 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1B1 A 2'' arg max , , , * .q qx yya xa x a m c x a m c x a P a J y J x+⎤⎡⎣ ⎥⎦∈ ∑= − − + −A r  
Using ''a  for each x∈S , compute: 
ii) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 11 A 1 1, '' '' *q q qx yyC x c x a P a C y C x+ +∑= + − , 
iii) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1B2 2 2, '' '' *q q qxyyC x c x a P a C y C x+ +∑= + − . 
 
4. Proceed to Step 5 if 1q qsp J J ε+⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠− <  and 
1
1 1
q qsp C C ε+⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠− <  and 
1
2 2
q qsp C C ε+⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠− < . Otherwise, increment run counter, q, by one and return to 
Step 2. 
 
5. Check if ( )11 A*qC x c+ ≤  and ( )1 B2 *qC x c+ ≤ . If the constraints are satisfied, 
( )1 *qJ x+ , ( )11 *qC x+  and ( )12 *qC x+  gives respectively the optimal long-run 
average reward and the average blocking probabilities for SA and SB. 
Otherwise, proceed to Step 6. 
 
6. Increment, k, by one and update the Lagrange multipliers according to (25) and 
return to Step 2. 
 
The notation ( )( )sp lZ  in Step 4 denotes the span semi-norm function which is 
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